Dear Reader,

It is with great pleasure that we invite you to our eighteenth issue.

With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the structures that once organized our world – from global networks to daily routines and ways of being together – became suddenly unrecognizable. In the name of public health, CJLC’s editors and contributors dispersed to spaces near and far. And from our homes, we reckoned with isolation and its attendant vulnerabilities.

Derived from the Latin *intimare*, ‘to make familiar,’ the word ‘intimacy’ has taken on new meanings as we’ve accepted new codes of interaction and molded languages communicable from behind masks. While we grieve the loss of our pre-pandemic intimacies, we wonder at the new grammars of closeness and familiarity generated in this negative space.

In this issue, we present both theorizations and interventions rooted in experiences. The works included here both respond to the legacies of and imagine possible futures for intimacy. Amari-Grey Johnson charts the appropriation of Black syntax in the digital sphere, and Alice Donnellan reflects on the double bind of grief and adoration particular to motherhood. Locating literature’s uneasy place in discussions of climate change, Sam Clark forges a reconciliation. Jessica Xing proposes questions of silence and of noise, and Robbie Spratt examines relationships in Paris at the height of the HIV-AIDS crisis. Margaux Emmanuel inspects the intimacies and chasms that arise in the act of translation, while Daniel Delgado and Ellen von zur Muehlen discuss the fraught ties of labor that bind the U.S. and Mexico. Finally, Lilly Cao and Campbell Campbell interview Naima Green about portraits of marginality and what it means to be at home.

The works in this issue come from a diverse cohort of undergraduate authors and artists who present meditations on intimacy that are at once distinct and complementary. We hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as we enjoyed putting it together.

We would like to thank Nicholas Dames, our faculty advisor, for his continued help and inspiration, as well as Michelle Wilson and the rest of the staff at the Columbia Libraries for their generous guidance and resources. We also extend our thanks to Philip Mascantonio, our financial advisor, and Alyza Tuchler, the treasurer for the Activities Board at Columbia, for their logistical support in the realization of this issue. We also thank Lilly Cao, our fellow student and graphic designer, for her talented work on the issue’s cover page and collation, without which a thoughtfully unified issue would not have been possible. Finally, we would like to thank our wonderful editors and contributors for making it all possible – thank you for your remarkable insight, creative collaborations, your humor, and your spirit.
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Rea Rustagi, Thalia von Moltke, and Julia Ulzizaikhan
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“My Body Knows Unheard of Songs”

Variations of Maternal Intimacy in the Works of Cécile Sauvage, Hélène Cixous, and Maggie Nelson

Alice Donnellan

Fallait-il que je sois la plante Qui voit le vent ravir son grain Et qui reste sèche et craquante, Les pieds enchâinés au terrain? Tu n'es plus tout à moi. Ta tête Réfléchit déjà d'autres cieux Et c'est l'ombre de la tempête Qui déjà monte dans tes yeux.

Did I have to be the plant Who sees the wind steal her seeds And who retires dry and crisp, With feet chained to the earth? You are no longer mine alone. Your head already reflects other skies, And the shadow of the storm Already rises in your eyes.

Excerpt from “Te voilà born de l’âme d’or… (“Here You Are Outside The Honeycomb…”) in L’me en bourgeoise (“The Soul in Bud”) (1910) by Cécile Sauvage, translated by Alice Donnellan.

In 1908, shortly after giving birth to her first son, Cécile Sauvage, a young poet from rural south-eastern France, gives birth to her first son. Sauvage’s works reflect an oscillation between her embodiment of and detachment from the natural environment. While pregnancy manifests the closest and most fulfilling relationship possible for Sauvage, childbirth signifies a distancing of the relationship with her son, herself, and the natural world. She shifts between embracing and subverting the romanticization of motherhood through natural imagery to de-romanticize the reckoning bound up with the decentering of self intrinsic to motherhood. Her poems serve not only to foreground the subjects of pregnancy, childbirth, and motherhood in an art form that about these experiences, but functions, moreover, to complicate facile notions of maternal agency, eroticism, and death.

Sauvage grapples with her own fatalistic arc of maternity that moves from prenatal unity to maternal loneliness. In doing so, she both foreshadows and frustrates more recent feminist writing. On the one hand, Sauvage celebrates the ecstasy of communion with nature through pregnancy and seems to embrace dominant narratives that naturalize and thereby glorify motherhood. However, her disempowered subjecy following birth leaves her questioning the natural beauty of reproduction’s teleology. But perhaps this is not a contradiction: Sauvage’s poems seem to both accord with the notion of compulsory motherhood even while they expose painful revelations of the fleeting nature of maternal intimacy. As comparative aids in navigating Sauvage’s troubled notions of motherhood, two seminal works of feminist and queer writing help bring her ardent confessions into conversation with more recent discourse.

The first is Hélène Cixous’ 1975 essay La Rire de la méduse (“The Laugh of the Medusa”) and its exhortation for écriture féminine (“female writing”), writing that transcends the essentializing categories of patriarchal language and encourages self-authorship. Despite her usage of gender terms to describe the kinds of writing that she desires, Cixous sees écriture féminine as deconstructing a gender binary that frees up other modes of relating to the body and to one another. Cixous recommends that marginalized writers draw from bodily experiences to recuperate the part of the selfothered throughout literature by the glorification of the white male experience. The collapse of distinctions in Sauvage’s poems between her body, the fetus, and the natural world during pregnancy forces an experience of alienation from experiences of autonomy, comfort, and love following childbirth.

Sauvage’s celebration of the eroticism of her reproductive body and her (ultimately thwarted) desire for fulfillment in creating a child speak to the taboo topics of maternal sexuality and identification with one’s child tackled by Maggie Nelson in her 2015 memoir The Argument. Interweaving a narrative of her personal experience with queer and feminist discourse surrounding motherhood, Nelson examines her own conflicting responses to becoming a mother and developing attachments to her child. Importantly, her work highlights the danger of Sauvage’s conception of the fetus as the means to achieving Cixous’ goal of recovering the othered part of oneself through writing. At stake is Sauvage’s very sense of aliveness and connection with the world. Motivated by the impulse of “no wave feminism,” this paper explores how reading more recent personal writing, feminist discourse, and century-year-old poems together can generate nuanced understandings of motherhood’s past, present, and future.

Sauvage’s Embodied Writing as Écriture Féminine

Sauvage finds a joyous sense of fulfillment by inscribing her body onto the natural world and embracing the erotic sensations of pregnancy. Sauvage anticipates Cixous’ vision for the inscription of the body as a source of non-patriarchal expression. Both writers also draw on the inextricable connections between artistic production and procreation. Regarding the metaphorical function of motherhood, however, the two vastly differ. Cixous draws on maternal imagery to describe the act of writing about one’s own bodily experiences as a source of self-care and artistic creativity in a patriarchal world. For Sauvage, writing serves as a practice that renders legible the grave consequences of motherhood. While pregnancy lends itself to the dream of intimate connection with oneself and the world, childbirth and her entrance into motherhood leaves her othered from herself. In order to draw out the strengths and limitations of Sauvage’s conceptions of motherhood, it is first necessary to summarize the most essential points of Cixous’ essay on recuperating the female body.

Cixous begins, “I shall speak about women’s writing: about what it will do. Woman must write her self” (Cixous 875). She bemoans the dearth of published work by women and invokes women to use their bodies as a source for a new language that is necessary for the expression of their experiences. As the following polemical line makes clear, “Write! Writing is for you, you are for you; your body is yours, take it” (876), Cixous perceives a direct relationship between
claiming the act of writing for herself and claiming her body and therefore attempts to counter the Freudian and Lacanian “psychoanalytic closure” that designates woman as the lack in relation to the phallic and as the signifier that refers back to the signified respectively (892). Cixous incites women to write a language that does not rest on binary differentiation in which woman is defined in relation to (and as a subtraction of) man. Cixous asserts that écriture féminine confounds the strictures of “definition” and that it exists nonetheless (885).

Sauvage’s exuberant embodiment of her life-giving powers and her connection to the growth of the natural world dispels the shadowy notion of the feminine as lack. To open the collection, she invokes the muse of Nature which “Lends to [her] its airy gesture of the skies” so that by the end of the poem she embodies an Ops-like goddess-of-the-harvest tending to the world and her son who “Laughs like Jupiter beneath the nourishing teats.” Sauvage lays claim to her body by collapsing it with the external natural realm. The motifs of nature and reproduction as entwined with Sauvage’s body are threaded through the entirety of the collection: her lifeline is tree sap or “sève” (root cell or “alvéole”); her flanks bear seedlings; the two of them are flowers, buds, bees, lambs, sheep, and the sublime sunset described in L’Aubeau (“The Lamb”). She draws on late-nineteenth-century French Symbolist poets’ love of wordplay, as well as the animals of Biblical allegory, to construct her own language with varied resonances.

In depicting herself as nourished by the world, Sauvage exceeds the human body’s limits and positions herself in an interstitial space between human, animal, and plant. Her act of creation rejuvenates her own sense of vitality; this energy springs from the natural world and in turn generates a space for her within it.

Likewise, Cixous highlights the restorative act of writing later on in her essay by expanding her notion of écriture féminine using the companion term “enceinte blanche” (“white ink”), an allusion to the nourishment of breast milk as well as a transparent form of communication. In a section called “Woman for women,” she describes women as mothers to themselves and “mother” as a metaphor for the healing act of writing. She narrates the fractured condition of a woman who is produced by the “other” within her. Yet “[t]he locus of the other” is identified as the condition of a woman who is produced by the “other” themselves and “mother” as a metaphor for the form of communication. In a section called “encré blanche” (“white ink”), an allusion to the writing later on in her essay by expanding her notion of creation rejuvenates her own sense of vitality; this space between human, animal, and plant. Her act of writing for herself and claiming her body and therefore attempts to counter the Freudian and Lacanian “psychoanalytic closure” that designates woman as the lack in relation to the phallic and as the signifier that refers back to the signified respectively (892). Cixous incites women to write a language that does not rest on binary differentiation in which woman is defined in relation to (and as a subtraction of) man. Cixous asserts that écriture féminine confounds the strictures of “definition” and that it exists nonetheless (885).

Sauvage ruminates on the flawed notion of finding fulfilment in maternal destiny in a way that dovetails with Cixous’ prioritisation of desire over destiny. Cixous insists that the breed of sexual energies are, for Sauvage, forms of “her beautiful desire that made of her a soul” and it is the absence of desire that now renders her mute and lonely: “[h]erself, without a voice, surrenders to silence.” Sauvage’s simultaneously erotic, maternal, and natural articulation of pregnancy answers Cixous’ own call for a “mother tongue” which “will be set reverberating by more than one language” and by the writing of the woman’s body (885). Yet this quote points to how the lived dream of unity and creation during pregnancy is transitory. Sauvage’s contemplations of childbirth can be read as a warning in identifying so fully with the state of pregnancy. While Cixous invokes mothering as a means of healing, for Sauvage, childbirth metaphorically functions as an ordering process, since Sauvage finds herself distanced from complete autonomy.

Sauvage upholds the flawed notion of finding fulfilment in maternal destiny in a way that dovetails with Cixous’ prioritisation of desire over destiny. Cixous insists that the breed of sexual energies are, for Sauvage, forms of “her beautiful desire that made of her a soul” and it is the absence of desire that now renders her mute and lonely: “[h]erself, without a voice, surrenders to silence.” Sauvage’s simultaneously erotic, maternal, and natural articulation of pregnancy answers Cixous’ own call for a “mother tongue” which “will be set reverberating by more than one language” and by the writing of the woman’s body (885). Yet this quote points to how the lived dream of unity and creation during pregnancy is transitory. Sauvage’s contemplations of childbirth can be read as a warning in identifying so fully with the state of pregnancy. While Cixous invokes mothering as a means of healing, for Sauvage, childbirth metaphorically functions as an ordering process, since Sauvage finds herself distanced from complete autonomy.

Sauvage ruminates on the flawed notion of finding fulfilment in maternal destiny in a way that dovetails with Cixous’ prioritisation of desire over destiny. Cixous insists that the breed of sexual energies are, for Sauvage, forms of “her beautiful desire that made of her a soul” and it is the absence of desire that now renders her mute and lonely: “[h]erself, without a voice, surrenders to silence.” Sauvage’s simultaneously erotic, maternal, and natural articulation of pregnancy answers Cixous’ own call for a “mother tongue” which “will be set reverberating by more than one language” and by the writing of the woman’s body (885). Yet this quote points to how the lived dream of unity and creation during pregnancy is transitory. Sauvage’s contemplations of childbirth can be read as a warning in identifying so fully with the state of pregnancy. While Cixous invokes mothering as a means of healing, for Sauvage, childbirth metaphorically functions as an ordering process, since Sauvage finds herself distanced from complete autonomy.

Sauvage ruminates on the flawed notion of finding fulfilment in maternal destiny in a way that dovetails with Cixous’ prioritisation of desire over destiny. Cixous insists that the breed of sexual energies are, for Sauvage, forms of “her beautiful desire that made of her a soul” and it is the absence of desire that now renders her mute and lonely: “[h]erself, without a voice, surrenders to silence.” Sauvage’s simultaneously erotic, maternal, and natural articulation of pregnancy answers Cixous’ own call for a “mother tongue” which “will be set reverberating by more than one language” and by the writing of the woman’s body (885). Yet this quote points to how the lived dream of unity and creation during pregnancy is transitory. Sauvage’s contemplations of childbirth can be read as a warning in identifying so fully with the state of pregnancy. While Cixous invokes mothering as a means of healing, for Sauvage, childbirth metaphorically functions as an ordering process, since Sauvage finds herself distanced from complete autonomy.

Sauvage ruminates on the flawed notion of finding fulfilment in maternal destiny in a way that dovetails with Cixous’ prioritisation of desire over destiny. Cixous insists that the breed of sexual energies are, for Sauvage, forms of “her beautiful desire that made of her a soul” and it is the absence of desire that now renders her mute and lonely: “[h]erself, without a voice, surrenders to silence.” Sauvage’s simultaneously erotic, maternal, and natural articulation of pregnancy answers Cixous’ own call for a “mother tongue” which “will be set reverberating by more than one language” and by the writing of the woman’s body (885). Yet this quote points to how the lived dream of unity and creation during pregnancy is transitory. Sauvage’s contemplations of childbirth can be read as a warning in identifying so fully with the state of pregnancy. While Cixous invokes mothering as a means of healing, for Sauvage, childbirth metaphorically functions as an ordering process, since Sauvage finds herself distanced from complete autonomy.
Nelson writes in explicit terms about the dangers to which Sauvage yields: those of totalizing identification with and emotional dependence upon a child. While Nelson somewhat ruefully admits that his baby Iggy “holds her” (45), Sauvage is less abashed in describing her emotional dependence on her unborn son. In Enfant, pâle embryon, Sauvage directly addresses her embryo regarding the concomitant joy in and fears for their connection: “O my little mirror who sees my solitude / Leaning anxiously beside your crystal!” (52). Sauvage identifies the embryo not as an exact reflection of herself but rather as the object that enables her to see herself. In noting that the embryo is also conscious of the solitude it reflects (53), Sauvage subsumes her own downcast feelings out of empathy for her fetus. Sauvage seems at once concerned for the emotional response of her fetus to her anxiety and grateful for its companionship. She is less hesitant than Nelson to commit to what the latter describes as “the mistake of needing [the child] as much as or more than [it] needs me” knowing that the “affair will likely become unrequited” (Nelson 44-5). Rather, Sauvage attaches herself to her unborn son while recognizing the inevitability of letting go and having to bear the pain of separation: “It is all the more timely given ongoing efforts by a Xenofeminist collective to provoke a newly radical inclusiveness and anti-natalism” (Cuboniks 0x1A). The issues raised by Sauvage in L’Âme en bourgeon endure for contemporary feminism and family abolition, modernist French and British poetry, and the history and culture of China and Taiwan.

Notes
1 “No wave” feminism seeks to acknowledge and embrace the complexities of women’s rights and feminism that are overlooked by the rubric of “First,” “Second,” and “Third Wave” feminism and its implication of linear progress (Hewitt).
2 “Moi prête sur l’azur son geste aérien” (Sauvage 47).
3 “Rien comme jupiter sous les pis nourriciers” (Sauvage 48).
4 “Laisse qu’en regardent la prune des buissons / Me prête sur l’azur son geste aérien” (Sauvage 47).

By comparison, Nelson’s more guarded approach to moments in which she falls helplessly in love with her newborn child reflects the nature of Sauvage’s love: far from blind to the inevitability of separation, she nevertheless surrenders to predetermined maternal sorrow. The fetus is the locus of self-recognition for Sauvage and her desire to escape loneliness and connect with her environment. In anticipation of childbirth, she utterly disconnects from a world she perceives as soulless due to the loss of intimacy with her son upon giving birth and the preemptive mourning of his eventual death:

Mais de l’ordre apparent bientôt tu comprendras
Le triste agencement, les vernis, les plâtras.
En son lustre la fleur te paraîtra moins nette,
Tu connaîtras que l’être est pris par la tempête
Comme un grain dans le vent.

Alors tu me diras: - Qu’aie-vous fait, ma mère?
J’inclinais au repos, l’obscurité légère
Recueillais sans savoir mon germe inconscient
Et pour moi vous avez éclairé le néant.. . .
Qui’ai-je fait, mon enfant?

But of the apparent order soon you will comprehension
The sad arrangement, the varnish, the flakes of plaster.
In its luster the flower will appear to you less clear,
You will know that being is snatched by the tempest
Like a seed in the wind.

So you will say to me: —What have you done, mother?
I wished to rest, the light obscurity
Reaped without knowing my unknowing sapling
And for me you have illuminated the void…
— What have I done, my child?

Sauvage’s jubilant view of the world is transformed by the loss of maternal intimacy and by a confrontation with mortality into a crushingly fatalistic outlook. In response to her foreboding wisdom, the fetus voices its mother’s guilty conscience for initiating the creation of a new life which she cannot protect. Tragically, the former mother-goddess of Nature only realizes her status as a mortal subject stuck in an indifferent and deathly world when close to giving birth. While she feels disempowered to change her predicament, she nevertheless gains awareness of the true hostility of nature toward creation through dialogue with her fetus, who also acts here as her conscience.

L’Âme en bourgeon draws attention to a perception of pregnancy shared by Nelson and Sauvage alike as situated within a matrix of violence, death, and separation. While Nelson is fearful of her own mortality during childbirth, she frames the separation of birth as a hopeful lesson for her son on independence and the ability to outlive the mother who gave him life. Sauvage, however, fears childbirth as a metaphor for death of an intimate relationship with herself, her son, and by extension, the world. Nelson sees death as related to the maternal body which Sauvage similarly allegorizes in the aforementioned poem L’Âbeille. Dedicating space to descriptions of the grueling and grisly emotional and physical challenges undergone by her pregnant body, Nelson relates the proximity of childbirth to death. She manifests the connection between the two in a dramatic interweaving of her own experience of labor with her partner’s experience of watching his mother pass away. Nelson focuses on how childbirth substantiates the boundary between herself and her son as a healthy and freeing detachment. She sees both mother and death as sharing the role of instructor on the subject of “maternal finitude”: the mother, in giving birth to the child, teaches it the same lesson as death — this is where you end and others begin (Nelson 95-6). However, Sauvage wrestles with accepting “maternal finitude” and instead describes childbirth in mournful images of letting go. In the conclusion of On te mets à côté de moi… (Sauvage 67), she first describes her womb embracing her child, then her arms, “[t]hen these arms slowly fall down back down” sensing a moment ago that [her child] dawned for the world.” Her imagery here implies a new dichotomy between herself and the world due to her loss of a reproductive role and possession of her son. The reflections of her pregnant body in nature and her indulgent fantasies as creator of the world cannot overcome “the sober truth,” the words with which she concludes the collection (76). The truth is that of the unavoidable separation between creator and creation. This separation at birth is the death of an ideal intimacy and signals a return to solitude for Sauvage.

Conclusion
In L’Âme en bourgeon, pregnancy represents an ultimate sense of unity with the self and the world to which motherhood is the cruel antithesis. To borrow a phrase from Cixous, Sauvage’s body “knows unheard of songs” of eroticism, euphoria, and self-recognition in pregnancy as well as disillusion and death after childbirth (876). Her poems bind together the experiences of the maternal and erotic body from which Cixous encourages us to speak. They also trouble Nelson’s notion that the mother can avoid the pitfalls of identifying with her child to the point of subsuming her own identity. Is it possible to mother ourselves as well as mothering any children that we may have?

In speaking from her body, Sauvage is able to recognize how she is as much subject to Nature’s pain and suffering as she is an agent of its reproductive powers. Her questioning of “natural” motherhood is all the more timely given ongoing efforts by a Xenofeminist collective to provoke a newly radical inclusiveness and anti-natalism. Nelson 2018 proclamation of “If nature is unjust, change nature” promotes resistance where Sauvage yields to the pain-ridden “natural” role of mother (Laboria Cuboniks 0x1A). The issues raised by Sauvage in L’Âme en bourgeon endure for contemporary feminism and family abolition, modernist French and British poetry, and the history and culture of China and Taiwan.
5 "Tu sais quelles ferveurs, quelles brûlantes fièvres / Dechaînent dans ma veine un torrent acharné" (Sauvage 53).
6 "Soupèse entre tes mains la mamelle des treilles" (Sauvage 55).
7 As Béatrice Marchal notes in her revelatory scholarship of Sauvage’s later love poems and letters, the poet transcends the language of simile and metaphor to draw direct equivalence between eroticism and mysticism (44).
8 "Son ventre duveteux où ne bat plus la vie" (Sauvage 73).
9 "sa molle indécence" (Ibid.).
10 "Laisse sortir le jet dolent de l’aiguillon" (Ibid.).
11 "...son beau désir qui lui faisait une âme" (Ibid.).
12 "Elle-même sans voix s’abandonne au silence" (Ibid.).
13 "Quel autre enlacement me paraîtra plus fort?" (Sauvage 53).
14 "...mon ciel sur sa petite sphère" (Sauvage 67).
15 "venais d’éclore pour la terre" (Ibid.).
16 "Babies grow in a helix of hope and fear; gestating draws one but deeper into the spiral. It isn’t cruel in there, but it’s dark” (Nelson 92).
17 "Ô mon petit miroir qui vois ma solitude / Se pencher anxieuse au bord de ton cristal" (Sauvage 52).
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Setting: Conversation – the site where interpersonal reality is created and existence is realized

Characters:
1. Language – a failing endeavor
2. Meaning – negotiated across the temporal and social experience of linguistic change
3. Goal – to cultivate a precise experience

Premised on the silence of singularity, Hannah Arendt roots the human condition in the embodiment of plurality, “the fact that men, not Man, live on the earth and inhabit the world” (Arendt 7).

Distinguishing between the fact of existence and the act thereof, Arendt reminds us where the transition occurs:

“the language of the Romans. … used the words ‘to live’ and ‘to be among men’ (inter homines esse) or ‘to die’ and ‘to cease to be among men’ (inter homines esse desinere) as synonyms” (8).

**Digital Semiotics & Pandemic Intimacy**

**Or What Being (Black) on Twitter Has Revealed to Me**

Amari-Grey Johnson

Contemplation starts in media res

This co-constructed reality, this conversation, is a series of approximated forms. The sensual poetics generated by such forms reiterates the originating vastness of this reality. For language is unable to confer the experience of a person’s meaning. Here, in the virtual sphere, the “profile” (you) take up the act of the speech-performance, disrupting a codified distinction between physical and digital identity and the act or result of speaking.

Who is you?

Tisha Lewis Ellison outlines a translation of identity into digital space that mirrors the Peircian model of semiotics. The Peircian model, which reinvents Saussure’s signifier/signified semiotic framework, distinguishes between the “the sign vehicle (e.g., a letter, word, picture, or sound) and its referent” (Smalls, “Race, SIGNS, and the Body” 325).

Participation in the digital realm divides the self along axes of the “real, virtual, and projective” (Ellison 337). Applied to social media, the “real” is the assumed body of the user, the “virtual” is the profile, and the “projective” negotiates between the two, forming the assembled consciousnesses with which we interact.

Charles Sanders Peirce offers a relational model of semiotics that inserts a third component in the mediation of signs: mediation itself, which he termed the “interpretant” (1974). Ultimately, the Peircian model introduces a process, or relation, to Saussure’s static dyad and reconfigures the “signified” as “object” (i.e., the dynamical object as the thing in the world being denoted by the sign and the immediate object as the meaning created vis-à-vis the sign) (Smalls, “Race, SIGNS, and the Body” 325).

As the creation of an online profile materializes a new object, this projection gains meaning as both a “thing in the world” and an auxiliary to the “sign”, the physical self. When the realm of discourse shifts completely to the digital, the projective self is our only access to the sign, the act of signification itself takes on a presence.

The (digital) context of the exchange figures in this creation by centralizing choices regarded in analog speech as “non-linguistic extras” (Crystal 139). Social media interfaces, Twitter in this case, engage David Crystal’s two arenas of “Internet semiotics”: **multimodality**, “the various ways in which users interact with the technology”, and **multimedia**, “the use of text, speech, music…. video, still photography, and other forms of interactivity” (139). The digital context situates conversation on a visual plane that is manipulable by the speaker, the spoken, and the spoken to. In this way, text not only communicates through content-meaning but also through its arrangement around the elements of the screen, which are themselves malleable. Reference begins to compound itself by amplifying indexical multiplicities, allowing us to attempt to compensate for what is lost in speech-performance by sensory expansion.

Transforming the range of linguistic-visual opportunities extends the possibilities of what language is and what it can be, a potentially new landscape for self-translation/creation, community formation, and a deduction or intentional complication of the intra-linguistic gap. The nature of digital communication, “extend[ing] and limit[ing] the ways in which we can operate in spoken, written, and signed language”, extends and limits the human condition (139).

The ability to converse in the digital is particularly essential right now, in isolation (more or less), as we (you) are barred from “all human activities and [are] defined [now] from the viewpoint of the absolute quiet of contemplation” (Arendt 15).

Are you lonely?

I (We) come Here not to be:

Focus on the general negative condition of the human can detract from the particular social death of black enslavement and its “afterlives” (us). For the black slave, communal (dis)identification collimates a (un)construction of the self – a “negation of the subject” through which blackness is rendered fungible (Hartman 231). “Put differently, the fungibility of the commodity makes the captive body an abstract and empty vessel vulnerable to the projection of others’ feelings, ideas, desires, and values… the surrogate for the master’s body…. and the sign of his power and domination” (21).

Extracted from the status of enslavement, Carlyle Fielding Stewart wrestles with the particular significance of black spirituality and culture as creative, integrative, and transformative forces that have undergirded the quest for social and political freedom over time” (xi). Read as an interpretive
force, spirituality diffuses a liberatory social space into a liminal sociality, a plane in which blackness can be (re)constituted. Stewart situates the creative possibilities of spirituality such that the theological takes up discursive responsibility, "represent[ing] the full matrix of beliefs, powers, values, and behaviors that shape people's consciousness, understanding, and capacity of themselves[...]
" [my working definition of language] (Yusoff 50). The space of transformation intersected in black socialities, "crafted in the indices of fungibility and fugitivity" engages the "senses as theoreticians" to locate within "black oral culture of the New World...a counter-aesthetic" whose positionality carries the virtual, multimodal self (50). Flight into digital space forms a precondition recalling Christina Sharpe's "Trans"Atlantic":

That place, condition, or process that appears alongside and in relation to the Black Atlantic but also in excess of its currents. I want to think Trans in a variety of ways that try to get at something about or toward the range of trans*formations enacted on and by Black bodies...as a means to mark the ways the slave and the Black occupy what Saidiya Hartman calls the "position of the unthought" (Hartman and Wilderson 2003). The asterisk after the prefix 'trans' holds the space open for thinking (from and into that position). It speaks, as well, to a range of embodied experiences called gender and to Euro-Western gender's dismantling, its inability to hold in/on Black flesh.

Making manifest an "embodied experience" of "dismantling" against the imposed conditions of whiteness, around the captive position of the unthought, reflects the slippage of blackness through fugitivity, a "transplantation to reconceptualize how black bodies reclaimed a right to geography" first in the earth across the Atlantic, now in the digital beneath (Yusoff).

Similar to the interpretive work of black spiritual space, as Black Twitter extends the creative possibilities of blackness, by engaging semiotic exchange, We (black users) actively reconstitute not only the formation of blackness but the terms thereof.

André Brock's conception of Black Twitter as "Twitter's mediation of Black cultural discourse, or "signifyin' (Gates 1983)" highlights the centrality of language formation in the tradition of black agency and begins to implicate the public realm in its use (530).

Twitter's discourse conventions, ubiquity, and social features encouraged increased Black participation...In particular, Black hashtag signifyin' revealed alternate Twitter discourses to the mainstream and encourages a formulation of Black Twitter as a social public; a community constructed through [its] use of social media by outsiders and insiders alike (530).

Digital space redefines the inherent "fungibility" of blackness by selecting new avenues of transformation, evident especially when those avenues no longer make up for what is lost in speech but replace speech itself. Brock's investigations of black Twitter's "cultural conversation" implicates language -- both the speech act and act of speaking -- in the realm's potential energy. Ultimately, the fungibility of virtual blackness simulates the mediation of blackness on the "physical" plane such that the effects of the death of the social -- identifiability anxiety and invisibility -- are premised on the social death.

Wait, run that back

Krystal A. Smalls locates this discursive formation within a genealogy of language in which black Twitter might be read as the cultural history of "counter language" [... or] a conscious attempt on the part of US slaves and their descendants to represent an alternative reality" (Smalls, "Race, SIGNS, and the Body" 327).

Black digital spaces, like their physical antecedents, play a metalinguistic role in the formation of black consciousness (grammar) as an act of subterfuge (Hartman 8). Hidden within/around a now digital grammar of whiteness, Black Twitter grapple[s] with the complexities of black subjectivity and the way it transtires in the afterlife of slavery (Hartman 1997). And, in this particular moment of that long history when digital sociality is no longer a tangential or optional mode of being for so many black young people around the world, we must bear witness to their intensely public mediation of a subjectivity that is emphatically human and emphatically black (Smalls, "Languages of Liberation 59).

Both the act of subversion and a reliance on the intangible metalinguistic sense reflect a strategy of fugitivity bound up with the contemporary attraction to an intentionally racialized digital space.

Smalls speaks on "digital emphatic blackness," an emphasized performance of recognized or stereotypical black signs that indicate referential meaning as well as racial and gender indices; the necessity of signage within digital space implies the persecution of those signs beyond the digital space and assumes the nonexistence of a black sense of place outside of the digital (7).

The formation of a sensory grammar in fugitive digital space continues the tradition of black discursive agency such that Black Twitter effaces not only the "social public" that Brock speaks about but also a metalinguistic sociality. Instead, racialized digital space embodies black expression through a lexicon with its own potentialities, structures, and requirements for authenticity. An exercise in world-building as much as language-making, Black Twitter materializes a political temporality and subjectivity which users can engage to define themselves in relation.

Naming a generational moment when "digital sociality is no longer a tangential or optional mode of being", Smalls parenthetically invokes the conditions of narrativity in which the digital is the primordial mode of being; the politic of digital fugitivity and the projective self are oppositional constructions; each are extractions of being -- from the physical plane and the observable self, respectively. For this reason, digital profiles are an extension of our presence, a space predicated on the assumption that it is not the only plane that exists; nonetheless, as if in an extended isolation (i.e. quarantine), access to the physical self is completely lost.

For many, particularly young people, extended loneliness can induce a desire for parasocial interaction that ushers a generational flight to digital space (Walsh). This identifiatory anxiety intensifies the process of self-creation such that the stakes of the projective self are heightened. In pursuing recognition, Black Twitter's occupancy of racialized digital space then reflects a double fugitivity from/ towards both visibility and tangibility.

"Gestures wildly"

In the total absence of the physical, what power do our "projective selves" hold?

If the digital becomes our only access to the other, the projective self, a negotiation between the on- and offline, flattens into (indeed is subsumed by the notion of) the virtual.

What happens when Twitter is no longer an extension of ourselves but our sole contact with one another? When black communities gather digitally rather than physically? At what point might race change from casual to compulsory in digital identification? In other words, how do emphatically black signs and signers become necessarily black?

To quell pandemic anxieties, We (black people) may exist on the plane of digital blackness to destabilize distance and approximate presence in the metalinguistic consciousness. "Black Twitter (digital) practice draws upon cultural referents and discourse conventions ("signifyin")" drawing from African American culture" such that we conjure what Carlyle Fielding Stewart calls "a black soul force" -- "the capacity to create, interpret, and construct [a] reality," here within the realm of the digital just as the soul is in the body (Stewart 104; Brock 1013). The co-creation of a connective/communal plane now alternates between a compulsion and intention, a dual state of signifyin and the awareness thereof. Blackness enters the frame of consciousness such that its fungibility is self-perceived.

This frame is duplicitous.

As black twitter engages, and acts to engage, a metalinguage within a public sphere, the performance of emphatic, necessary blackness attracts non-black viewership. Becoming "increasingly visible", "Black internet usage...dominate[s] Twitter discourse" such that Black "narrative acts" then develop beyond the identifiatory needs of their enablers into a phenomenon engaged by non-black users. In the end, blackness is revealed as the underlying material resource for the network (Brock 529; Browne).

Twitter's prototypical whiteness, realized and revealed through its programmatic assumptions, necessitates an antithesis for their functioning. In other words, the algorithmic structure of the site therefore implicitly understands digital blackness as its dark matter, the
invisibilized infrastructure through which legibility is negotiated. The maintenance of this structure then simultaneously suppresses and hyperfixates on blackness. For example, Twitter “continually suspends accounts of Black organizers” and restricts communication to hinder community organizing (an inheritance of colonial policing), disproportionately targeting black speech and imposing a linguistic-ontological silence (Strike; Ghaffary). These suppressive strategies, enacted by digital overseers (moderators), are the “spectacles of mastery orchestrated by…the slavesholding class [see “Jack”, the CEO of Twitter] to establish its dominion and regulate the little leisure” of fugitive space (Hartman 8). Nevertheless, the appropriation of policed black semiotic and linguistic patterns enacts a form of cultural currency. The acts of digital blackface, minstrelsy, metalinguistic appropriation, explicates blackness as the material resource for building power, platform, and virtual agencies. Emphasized by an anxiety for identification, the measure of this legibility has become increasingly precise and the desire for it pathological. Non-black users appropriate black signage (albeit incorrectly) as a series of spectacles, momentarily engaging the apparatus of surveillance to exit the perceptive void as a series of spectacles, momentarily engaging the apparatus of surveillance to exit the perceptive void of quarantine.1 The placement of one’s non-black self into the frame evokes a pleasure in being read particularly critical in isolation and available only in the absence of consequences. Cultural appropriation, beyond the virtual, is an act of eroticism in which the taboo of blackness is enjoyed by those who can relinquish it. Those who engage in culturally appropriative acts perform hypervisibility before abdicating into a norm of privacy; the option for privacy maintains an exemption from perception before abdicating into a norm of privacy; the option for privacy maintains an exemption from perception to which black users are subject (Sankin).

Conclusions // my continued thoughts

If language is the result of the human condition and blackness finds metalanguage, then blackness escapes the need to be human, excelling instead in its ability to be un-thought, emphatically more than something after. A “post” more than a “counterlanguage”, a refusal rather than a response, Black soul force(s), digital or otherwise, do not endeavor to approximate white grammars, but constantly flow around the confines of such grammars. “The semiotic weight of Blackness (as the utter antithesis to Whiteness) presses upon many of the meaning-making activities performed by individuals who inhabit such [black] bodies and pulls on the expansive interpretive frames through which these individuals are read and treated” (Smalls, “Race, SIGNS, and the Body”). The experiences of presence (distance), liminality (connection) in blackness are attractions of the digital, which simulates, but cannot replicate, the experience. Blackness is not only the tool but the goal of the digital itself, an extension of whiteness’ attack against itself, its own limitations. Beyond a simple dichotomy of authenticity and performativity, black Twitter as a public/private sphere mediates blackness’ accessibility. Therefore, movement around blackness becomes the intrinsic premise for the racialization of everyone – as opposed to proximity or distance from an independent whiteness. Black Twitter is effectively Twitter, and vice versa. Again, We are the foundation, and Y’all are weird.

Notes

1 This TikTok from user “mysleosceen” references instances of AAVE from the discourse space of “K-pop Twitter.” This is one example of the distribution of digital blackness across online communities globally as a measure of legibility. AAVE becomes abstracted from its context and invisibilized as “stan language” so that some users may unknowingly take up a thin version of the vernacular. Rather than demonstrate a distance from the apparatus of white supremacy, this represents the symbolic work of cultural & linguistic appropriation to deradicalize the affective powers of AAVE and reaffirms the function of blackness as the underlying even unconscious, resource of the platform.
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A Natural History of Derangement

Ecopoetics Shattered and Intimate in Sebaldian Historiographies

Sam Clark

“The Gaucho acquired an exaggerated notion / of mastery over / his own destiny from the simple act of riding on horseback / way far across the plain.”
- Anne Carson, Autobiography of Red

“The policeman is the reader, who tries in vain to decipher this wretched novel.”
- Roberto Bolaño, Woes of a True Policeman

Amid the liquefaction of the apparently solid conditions of the Earth as they have existed for the entirety of human history, which now retreat like tides around our accumulated observations and predictions of normalcy, it becomes evident that our relationship with the precarious intangibles undermining our existence is more fraught than has been previously assumed.

Much has been written on climate change’s confounding of those long-standing patterns (in human terms) of geophysicality upon which practices of modeling and prediction are based. And yet, comparatively little has been offered in terms of consideration of climate change as potentially falsifying the terms of intimate familiarity we have extended to a world we have only briefly persisted upon.

Intimacy, at its most elemental, can be understood as an effort born out of our imperfect faculties—moral, intellectual, sensual—to locate ourselves and the object of our gaze in terms of spatial and temporal situation. It is a mode of commanding the poetics of the unknowable that suggests that the person we fall asleep beside will be there in the morning and that the sea will not have risen to swallow us up before we have woken. It is difficult to feel that such intimacies have ever been more remote than in the present moment. The faith in regularity—regular seasons, regular tides, regular life—from which we become ever more distant

The faith in regularity—regular seasons, regular tides, regular life—from which we become ever more distant from, has in its crumbling precipitated a parallel process, processing estrangements grand and minute, from self, from place, and from history itself. We do not know where we stand.

In 1966, eco-activist Stewart Brand printed a pin asking, “Why haven’t we seen a photograph of the whole Earth yet?” (Brand, 1977, p. 168). In 2009, artist Aspen Mays blazoned another pin with an expanded question: “Why haven’t we seen a photograph of the whole Universe yet?” (Mays, 2009). The implication proposed by each is an expansion of the ideal of the cosmogram—a form of imagery which not only elaborates the universe but is in fact animated by dreams of ordering it through the act of depiction. Yet, these representations do not necessarily land on solid ground. “Occupations of land and the cosmic orders that justify them raise questions of life and death,” notes historian John Tresch (2020) in his commentary on such images, “but the central terms of conflict—who and where ‘we’ are, and what ‘we’ need— are not fixed.”

In the context of climate change, writer Amitav Ghosh considers the novel as the thus-far failed vessel for enacting such cosmographic aspiration, suggesting that the “serious” literary novel’s fidelity to the logic of “individual moral adventure” renders the mode incompatible with genuine depiction of environmental change, leaving a grievous depictive gap as we attend to the unfolding crisis. “[B]elief in the regularity of the world,” states Ghosh, has been “carried to the point of derangement” (Ghosh, 2016, p. 36). Likewise, Kris Bartkus (2018) observes that despite the existential urgency of climate change, “no good, let alone great, novel about global warming has yet been written,” for the reason that an accurate depiction of climate change requires a “narrative inversion” antagonistic to the form of the novel.

Namely, it is the fact that the innumerable small operations accumulating in the background—an unrecycled can, a refilled gas tank—in an Anthropocene context begin to smolder with catastrophic potency. Contrastingly, all these actions, situations, and events—love, death, sex, epiphany—which, in their legible regularities, structure both the novel and life, nevertheless do nothing to curb carbon emissions as mankind hurtles towards destruction. As such, the things which have meaning when reckoning with the climate crisis are precisely those things that literature seems to dismiss as meaningless.

However, it is not the case that Ghosh and Brand do not ask for novels or photographs of climate change or the Earth out of some fidelity to perfect depiction as a virtue in itself; counting parts per million of atmospheric CO2 or metric tons of oceanic microplastic captures the grand attention of neither man. Rather, each considers their respective cosmogram in terms of its potential elaboration of the situating forces and factors addressing Tresch’s fundamental questions of “who and when we are.”

The tradition of regularity that each draws from framing these questions is one founded upon an idea of intimacy; to address anything cosmographically is to become intimate with its particulars of place and time and locate it in our physical and moral ontologies. Thus, if we have falsified through our imperfect and secondhand sounding of the depths of sea, space, and self, then such a falsified intimacy with regularity does not merely compromise our predicted and modeled worlds, but indeed stunts our ability to locate ourselves—as species and individuals—as moral actors within the temporal topography across which our ethical obligations to past and future unfold.

Between Brand in 1966 and Ghosh in 2016 is W. G. Sebald, whose body of work gestures towards the possibility that the history of man and Earth might be probed not through simple depiction, but as acts of cosmography on scales both intimate and infinite—evaluated on their aspirations of providing legible order and meaning rather than supplying outright description. Notably, we observe in Sebald, as scholar Stefanie Harris does, a tendency to resist the dichotomy proposed by Paul Valery that, in the case of history, there is only “photography,” whereas all the rest is “literature” (Harris, 2001, p. 390). Sebald’s works, in their formal schemes and aesthetic execution—The Rings of Saturn and Austerlitz in particular—consider history in a manner similar to Ghosh and Mays—in terms of its cosmographic and moral stakes rather than strictly representative capacities. For Sebald, the addressing of history requires a “falsification of perspective,” where even “we, the survivors,” seeing “everything from above, everything at once… still… do not know how it was” (Sebald, 2016, p. 125).

This “falsification” signals its charge of moral obligation at several points in Sebald’s narratives. In one arresting example of this in The Rings of Saturn, Sebald writes of his friend Michael Hamburger’s struggle to locate memories of his birthplace in a Berlin leveled by Allied bombs. To Hamburger, his scattered memories appear amid the rubble as “pictures in a rebus,” charging him and him alone with the simultaneously monumental and trivial responsibility to “puzzle out correctly in order to cancel the monstrous events” of the past years (Sebald, 2016, p. 178). Here, Sebald considers a seductive proposition: if we could just reclaim intimacy with the
right images lost to time, we might use it to decode what their barely audible echoes ask of us and heed their instructions to reorder the world as it should have been.

Indeed, it is his trans-temporal practice which some critics have sought to decry as Sebald’s search for, as German novelist Georg Klein put it, a “false intimacy with the dead” (as cited in Jaggi, 2001, p. 4). Yet, how should we be intimate with the dead? Susan Sontag writes of the now-naive hope that “vivid enough” photographs of the dead of the First World War might disallow, through the searing visual proximity to violence, the prosecution of any future conflict (Sontag, 2013, p. 14). How, in the face of mounting tragedies which confound and derange our settled modes of relation, can we discern true from false intimacy? The failure of such purely depictive images of WWI leaves small hope of their success as applied today to a tragedy which acts to upset far more radically our relationship with horrors past and future—held as we are between the decisions of those long dead and the fates of those yet to be born.

Such a point is both core to Sebald’s engagement with history as well as a wrenching point of concordance with environmental catastrophe. History, be it global or personal, no longer unfolds itself within the domain of grand progressive forces; instead, Sebald suggests that any project concerned with history such as The Rings of Saturn must contend with “something like a description of the aberration of a species,” traced in spicework circles out from the “domestic economy of one’s own mind” up through the local, national, and cosmic, “until the circle where natural history and the history of the human species alternate” (Sebald as cited in Groves, 2017, p. 270). In this sense, even though Sebald’s ostensible concerns are vast and tragic, his process of historiography is attuned to the way the ghosts of these grand traumas maintain a lived presence within us, the unfortunate reader and narrator staged as central moral actors. As such, the trauma which Sebald’s narrator is overwhelmed by “does not constitute a usurpation of another person’s suffering,” as critic Josephine Carter suggests, but instead something fundamentally intimate, revealing “something primordial about (one’s) relationship with each and every person” (Carter, 2014, p. 734).

Consequently, to be intimate with history is to know where one stands in terms of one’s moral obligations to it. What Françoise Meltzer (2019) observes as the removal of history from the sphere of “things as they happened” and into the recesses of the individual consciousness, has in Sebald’s narrative the effect of causing historical images to be necessarily entangled with the equally crushing and entrancing idea that we might elsewhere be able to compose some kind of cosmogram with them, ordering the whole of history into an array of things we might still be able to save.

As a direct function of this conviction, which seems to both seduce and bewitch Sebald, his documentarian approach takes as first principle the fact that images and depictions of the “past” need not be met on the static and straightforward terms that such depictions give to us; instead, history itself is shaped in its immediate manifestations by desire—our yearning to know how to salvage something, to make everything right again. As Sebald remarks on Rembrandt’s Anatomy Lesson, “if we stand today before the large canvas… we are standing precisely where those present at the dissection… stood, and we believe we see what they saw then” (Sebald, 2016, p. 13). In other words, Sebald implicitly considers our want to be in these places—a want which presents itself more broadly as Sebald’s narrators’ ceaseless turning over of the dead “will do not pass away” (as cited in Jaggi, 2001, p. 101). For Austerlitz, it is this pervasive sense that if time were “only various spaces interlocking according to the rules of a higher form of stereometry” which haunts him with the same sense of obligation that staggered Hamburger in the ruins of his childhood and opens up the bleak prospect of everlasting misery and neverending anguish, where the death camps never closed and the dead suffer forever (Sebald, 2001, p. 101). For Austerlitz, it is this desire, then, to “reverse the entire course of history” (Sebald, 2016, p. 178).

This sense, in which the web of human impact on the environment can implicate the seemingly innocent individual, is perhaps the feature of climate change that Sebald implicitly considers our want with no shortage of maddening. Indeed, to take a photo of climate change would be almost like taking a self-portrait in the presence of our own heirlooms, diaries, and birthplaces, it could be that we cannot ever become directly through our own heirlooms, diaries, and birthplaces, it could be that we cannot ever become the kind of unfeeling machines which could enact the “photographic” view to produce a cosmogram as would be understood by Brand or Ghosh. Indeed, to a reverse the entire course of history in a curtain-call-as-cosmogram, “the actors [will] appear once more on stage to complete and make up the catastrophe of this great piece” (Sebald, 2016, p. 24). For this reason, Sebald, like Browne and many contemporary observers of climate change frontlines, scrutinizes the artifacts of human life in search of that “which has escaped annihilation” (as cited in Jaggi, 2001, p. 101). For Austerlitz, it is this desire to “reverse the entire course of history” (Sebald, 2016, p. 178).

This desire is then to create a cosmogram which places humankind not as a broken spot of plastic beading in the geologic tapestry, but as something in harmony with the Earth’s past and constitutive to its sustainable future. Such a dream is consistent with the kind of moment that Sebald (2016, p. 24) suggests countersvells Thomas Brownes apocalyptic certainty that “the whole world… does not describe an ever-widening, more and more wonderful arc,” but instead “leads without fall down into the dark” —Sebald imagines that “on the last day of resurrection,” in a curtain-call-as-cosmogram, “the actors [will] appear once more on stage to complete and make up the catastrophe of this great piece.”
Sebald, of all people, would not imagine that we might find comforting certainty in such a proposition. Not even climate change, in its overwhelming nightmarishness, can deliver us that kind of confidence—of our doom or salvation or our small place in the cold cosmos. No cosmogram will dispel this moment’s powers of derangement; it cannot make us certain because nothing is ever certain or ever will be again.

But even if nothing is certain within the wreckage, we can at least make ourselves the detectives amid the rubble. And that, perhaps, is the path to some kind of repair.

Sam Clark is a senior at the University of Chicago pursuing a degree in Environmental and Urban Studies, with a focus on climate change, imaginations of catastrophe, and the destruction and building of worlds. Outside of the university, he works at the Mayor’s Office of Chicago. He is also a landscape painter and video/installation artist, focusing on explorations of surrealist and apocalyptic imagery.
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Silence, in Edith Wharton’s “Roman Fever,” and Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Raven,” operates in two wholly different worlds. In her short story, Wharton depicts a setting of opulence. Her two main characters, Mrs. Slade and Mrs. Ansley, are vacationing in Rome and sitting on a restaurant terrace high above the city. Wharton’s world of extravagance, beauty, and scenery is harshly contrasted by the flimsy artifice of socialization—while her two main characters are surrounded by other people, the slowdevolution into interrogation, exposure, and shame depict their attempts to create a space in which they should be most comfortable. However, in the women’s quiet mediation of the abyss, versus their shared silence (Wharton 4). There is a contrast of movement, emphasis, and self-reflection, and in reflection comes distortion. Each of the moments in which Mrs. Ansley and Mrs. Slade do not speak to each other become the site for thought and self-reflection, and in reflection comes distortion. When they fall into silence, Wharton describes their companionship as one in which they “visualized each other, each through the wrong end of her little telescope” (4). Silence does not seem to bring these women closer together. Instead, it becomes a place of self-distortion, in which the women are given the space to reflect, but reflect on their own blurred, jealousy, and shame onto one another. The vastness of silence reveals an unpleasant truth: The presentation of concepts like family, beauty, and companionship are often flawed. Similar to how Mrs. Ansley and Mrs. Slade are staring into a visually cinematic front of Roman architecture, the beauty of their surroundings only serves to amplify the doom of their own vulnerability.

The premise of intimacy is also naked and hard to look at. In “Roman Fever,” Mrs. Ansley is “embarrassed” by “the new stage of intimacy” in their shared silence (Wharton 4). There is a contrast in the women’s quiet mediation of the abyss, versus the sudden and crude self-awareness of the other person when the abyss becomes too illuminating. Suddenly, the crudeness of another person needs to be managed—one with whom Mrs. Ansley “did not yet know how to deal” (4). The embarrassment these two women feel in their vulnerability troubles another assumption: that authenticity is necessary for intimacy. Because the slightest instance in which these women are exposed to one another, they are embarrassed, and perhaps ashamed of what the other person sees. Embarrassment on Mrs. Ansley’s end also implies that there is something that Mrs. Ansley feels unprepared to share—that Mrs. Slade’s daughter

Jessica Xing
is not truly hers. Authenticity, instead of a point of comfort, becomes a moment of shame, of fear. In this horrible moment of silence, Mrs. Slade defaults to an artificial performance: “‘Foe or duck, already,’ she said, as though surprised” (4). This hastened return back to the “fulle activities” of conversation illustrates that silence is uncomfortable, because silence presents an external version of the self without any mediation of noise. Instead of noise being a point of interference, Wharton suggests that noise might actually be a necessary mediator to bridging intimacy.

Chatter, according to sociologist Georg Simmel, is a detriment from sociability. He argues that language’s role in engaging intimacy is to give socialization “meaning and stability,” and in order to accomplish this socialization “lays such great value on form, on good form” (255). Simmel argues that all of socialization requires some level of aestheticization. So in Simmel’s logic, to some extent, he advocates for artifice in the construction of intimacy, even going as far as to say that all language, and all dialogue requires construction. It is when the structure of language falls apart that noise will supersede it. However, Simmel still understands language as an expression of individuality and that structure, form, and aesthetics of construction will lend themselves so that people are able to express themselves “authentically.” Both Simmel’s and Heddon’s analyses of noise, opposite of intimacy, suggest that meaningfulness must stand in opposition against genuine connection—that connection requires a level of truth to it.

If silence in “Roman Fever” is embarrassing, silence in “The Raven” is downright terrifying. Heddon and Simmel both argue to some extent that noise equals obscurity and incomprehension, while silence is equated with comprehension and clarity. Yet, silence as a form of clarity is once again troubled by how “The Raven” and “Roman Fever” depict the characters’ reactions to silence. Silence, especially in “The Raven,” is not a point of clarity; it is a point of obscurity and horror. While “The Raven” seems to show silence in the beginning as more of a norm rather than a horrifying new phenomenon, intimacy in the form of the inhuman raven is actually a relief from the abyss of silence:

But the silence was unbroken, and the darkness gave no token
And the only word there spoken was the whispered word, “Lenore!” (Poe, lines 27-28).

While “Roman Fever” relates silence to the vastness of temporality, the sonic quality of silence in “The Raven” is tied to the absence of sight. Silence, then, is not a metacritical clarity, according to Heddon’s essay, but, in “The Raven,” a point of distortion. Darkness, in the passage, suggests a connection of silence and unhearing with a failure of the senses. Darkness, illustrated through the abyss of sight, sense, and sound, becomes a place of fear, of terror: “Deep into that darkness peering, long I stood there wondering, fearing, dreaming, doubting” (Poe, lines 25-27). This quote in particular illustrates that silence and how it constructs darkness acts as a point of unchecked imagination—rather than acting as a space for the individual to authentically develop, silence, especially without the noise of an other, is a place for the imagination to identify with horror. The only point of contact, the only point of connection, for comfort, is the imagination that the narrator employs the examined self as a form of alienation. She rambles about bats’ potential future, only to cut off with a “recoil of self-disgust” (Wharton 6). This is where aristocratic performance stops being artifice and becomes noise. While Poe uses a very literal figure of horror to represent the isolation of silence, Wharton employs the examined self as a form of alienation. Without the presence of noise, without an endless stream of relief, silence becomes a very insidious form of judgement. The necessity of noise in intimacy then illustrates that connection thrives in sound, not in contemplation—noise was not the real intrusion, as much silence was.

Overall, noise is necessary to sustain intimacy because noise, according to Wharton and Poe, employs the examined self as a form of alienation. While the nonstop flow of unmediated thought and meaning might seem like a distraction, in actuality, this distraction is desperately needed because otherwise the relationship would be left in silence. What ends up killing intimacy is the subject’s fear of silence. Wharton and Poe suggest that while silence has the potential to unite two people under a naked, shared truth, they seem to believe that human beings are incapable of handling their own authenticity—especially of having it bared to another person. Intimacy ultimately is constructed through a continual presence of noise—noise shows the repeated attempts humanity makes to achieve connection, and while oftentimes it is not perfect, the constant reassurance of communion is needed to continually ensure genuine connection.
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*Untitled*, acrylic on canvas, Elisabeth McLaughlin.
When the COVID-19 pandemic first struck and masking and social distancing measures slowly became more commonplace, many found it difficult to feel intimacy in a time that necessitated it most. As a queer college student myself, the unexpected move back to my conservative hometown made me question how to replicate the communities and intimacies I enjoyed on campus, despite not being physically present. For several reasons, this pandemic piqued my interest in the AIDS epidemic of the 1980s and ’90s, when queer communities were devastated and sexual intimacy as a whole was threatened. While these two pandemics are by no means completely analogous, the ability of people living with AIDS to successfully create queer community in spite of medical and political obstacles struck a particular chord with me.

In this essay, I use the term “intimacy” to refer to a sentiment of emotional proximity between two or more people. For queer theorist Lauren Berlant, intimacy primarily “involves an aspiration for a narrative about something shared, a story about both oneself and others that will turn out a particular way” (281). At its core, an intimate practice is one that allows individuals to share themselves, to know each other more closely, and to work towards a narrative together. In the French society of the 1990s, the dominant heteronormative narrative deemed marriage and sex the most intimate acts largely for their procreative potential, as they produced the ideal couple – whether they be pleasure, friendship, companionship – is not taboo, nor does it erase the emotional proximity found within. Rather, such an acknowledgement can serve as a fortified and transparent way of expressing intimacy that allows individuals to share themselves, to know each other more closely, and to work towards a narrative together. In the French society of the 1990s, the dominant heteronormative narrative deemed marriage and sex the perfect nuclear family. In turn, as Berlant notes, emotional proximity and contained this proximity to their procreative potential, as they produced the ideal marriage and sex the most intimate acts largely for the dominant heteronormative narrative deemed marriage and sex the most intimate acts largely for the perfect nuclear family. In turn, as Berlant notes, emotional proximity found within. Rather, such an acknowledgement can serve as a fortified and personalized foundation for emotional closeness when the usual covert ways of expressing intimacy are no longer an option.

Economy of Feelings in the Ghetto

Dustan opens the novel in media res, plunging the reader directly into the culture of the ghetto. In the first sentence, Guillaume states, “J’ai laissé la chambre à Quentin. Je me suis installé dans la petite pièce au fond de l’appart pour ne pas les entendre baiser [I left the room to Quentin. I moved into the little room in the back of the apartment so I wouldn’t hear them fuck!]” (Dustan 11). As this is the first sentence of the novel, the reader does not know who Quentin is, nor the person having sex with him. The abrupt nature of this opening and its lack of context immediately includes the reader in an in-group perspective, as a member of the ghetto who would instinctively know Guillaume’s friends. Several pages later, Guillaume nonchalantly mentions that Quentin is his ex-boyfriend and is currently romantically involved with Nico, also a friend of Guillaume’s and possibly an ex of his as well. This opening vignette establishes the relationship between the gays and the environment of the ghetto they are submersed in; the only exposition the reader receives is being thrust headfirst into an entangled web of gay relationships and hookups.

Every gay man in the ghetto knows every other gay man, with the reader entering into this perspective as well. However, not only is every man in the ghetto assumed to be gay and to have an enmeshed sexual history with every other man, but it is also assumed that every man in the ghetto is HIV+. At a club, Quentin says to Guillaume, “Tu sais personne ne met plus de capotes, même les américaines, maintenant tout le monde est séropositif, je ne connais plus personne qui soit séronégatif” (“You know, nobody wears condoms anymore, even Americans, now everyone’s HIV+, I don’t know anyone who’s HIV-“), to which Guillaume’s internal monologue replies, “moi non plus, je pense, à part Quent[in] [me neither, I think, besides Quentin]” (Dustan 53). In contrast to the outside world, where seronegativity is the norm, Quentin’s seronegativity inside the ghetto is a notable fact. In this sense, the insular nature of the ghetto subculture is different than the rest of 1990s Paris: homosexuality and seronegativity, instead of heterosexual and seronegativity.

Guillaume’s narration of his sexual encounters reveals not only what he thinks of them, but also the functions that sex holds within the ghetto subculture. He describes a scene with his soon-to-be long-term boyfriend, Stéphane:

Je cherche quelque chose de répétitif mais pas froid pour me faire goûter. Il est cinq heures du mat, Stéphane commence à être fatigué, il
The repetitive music he is searching for suggests a repetitive sexual atmosphere, to the point that his partner is falling asleep. Narrating matter-of-factly, Guillaume refrains from commenting on his emotional investment. One could argue that his refrain from narrating the emotionality of sex does not preclude the overall existence of such emotionality, but his straightforward tone and ambivalence towards Stéphane suggests that emotions are not at the forefront of the sexual encounter. In the ghetto, sex is a frequent, quotidian, and mundane experience whose principal, if not only, function is to receive pleasure. As Guillaume puts simply in the only sentence that comes close to acknowledging his emotional input during this sexual episode, “J’aime les sensations fortes” (Dustan 37). Guillaume’s intense hatred for Terrier before this episode and hating him even more once he realizes that he is HIV+ agrees (Dustan 131). However, Guillaume refrains from commenting on his emotional investment. One could argue that any person in Guillaume’s situation would refuse to leave alone the person who attempts suicide in their home, but his decision to visit Terrier a second time after the night of the suicide attempt demonstrates that his care and concern go beyond his initial feeling of guilt (Dustan 136).

In this example, Guillaume exhibits a type of emotional proximity and investment towards Terrier that is closely linked to the importance the ghetto community places on sex. Having no obligation to him on a personal level begs the question: why does he go to such lengths to show intimate care for him? What is the constant objection that Rivas elucidates transforms sex’s role in the ghetto unrecognizably from its analogous form in straight Paris, the purpose of communal care in queer ghetto sex also informs all other relationships in this environment. Checking in on someone after a suicide attempt and having sex are both forms of care in the ghetto, allowing a space for one person to give care and another to receive. In other words, while Guillaume may look to Terrier or any other ghetto resident as an object for sexual gratification, in doing so, he also looks to them for a lifegiving care to both receive from them and give to them. In a sense, the logic of prostitution renders Terrier’s personal history with Guillaume less important in favor of a relationship in which the former receives care from the latter. Despite the fact that this objectification is seen most clearly in the pornographic ways Guillaume narrates his sexual encounters, it also leads to a duty he feels to care for his HIV+ brothers. Guillaume’s commitment to showing intimate care for Terrier is representative of a system of ghetto solidarity that extends beyond their particular relationship.

The Primacy of Transparency in Pandemic-Time Intimacy

Among the queer of Dustani’s ghetto, there exists a new, queer intimacy that relies on the communal agreement of pleasure’s centrality in sex. In contrast with the heteronormative intimacy heralded in straight couples’ marriage and procreation. By sharing a consensus among themselves that having sex is only a means of experiencing pleasure, the ghetto queers redefine this new, queer intimacy that is no longer reliant on “the shifting registers of unspoken ambivalence” (Berlant 286), but rather, on an open sharing of values. In other words, while straight couples may feel that talking openly about their relationship may jeopardize their intimacy – as Berlant puts it, heteronormative intimacy “prefers the calm of internal pressure, the taken-for-grantedness” (286) – the queers of Dustani’s ghetto find power and closeness instead through open communication, the opposite of this “unspoken ambivalence.” As the AIDS epidemic forced many queers to rethink the ways in which spoken and unspoken rules interact in their romantic and sexual lives – for example, the then-rising commonplace of asking for one’s HIV status – the queer inhabitants of the Marais find that, to sustain their emotional proximity with each other, they must proudly acknowledge their sexualization of each other and derive strength from it.

As we continue to struggle to maintain a physical and emotional closeness to our friends and loved ones due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we too must reconsider the extent to which our practices of intimacy production rely on “unspoken ambivalence,” and whether this ambivalence facilitates or impedes intimacy. Just as the importance of transparency regarding HIV status sparks difficult conversations for many gays, the request for proof of a negative COVID test or a vaccination card similarly forces couples to set firm boundaries and openly speak about intimacy. While HIV transmission is deeply linked to sex in a way that COVID is not, the choice for two people to spend time together unmasked may now be presented as a new emotional decision that affects their health, made by speaking openly about boundaries, similarly to the way in which gay men’s choice to have sex during the height of the AIDS
epidemic jeopardized their health at a more dangerous rate. At first glance, it may seem daunting to speak frankly and set boundaries with our loved ones about the platonic, romantic, or sexual pleasure we receive from our relationships spending time with them. When the tacit agreement of emotional closeness is no longer as evident due to geographical separation and thus fails to provide the type of pleasure formerly received, speaking honestly about this failure in an effort to rectify it can prove to be more fruitful than continuing to stay silent in a vain hope that pandemic restrictions will be lifted overnight. Even while intimacy can still prevail, despite and through masking and social distancing, COVID has forced many formerly ordinary activities to spark more overt and uncomfortable conversations about interpersonal pleasure.

An extension of Rivas’s theories of sexual objectification and pleasure to both the social environment of Dans ma chambre and the social disruption of our current pandemic reality may help us to feel more intimate with our loved ones, despite the glaring lack of physical proximity. While seeing our loved ones as simply objectified means to an end — especially to the extreme of Dustan — is not necessarily beneficial in a COVID-19 context, this utilitarian approach to viewing relationships does have the potential to shape our intimacy into a stronger form on our own terms. Talking openly with our loved ones about how we want to be intimate, instead of guessing silently and ambivalently, provides an avenue not only to create an intimacy counter to the dominant heteronormative system, as it functions in the case of Dustan’s ghetto, but also simply to fashion an intimacy that satisfies one’s needs. Particularly as we trudge forward in our COVID-19 reality and this satisfaction of one’s needs becomes ever so difficult, the communal transparency shared among Guillaume and his neighbors — despite (or through) his exaggeratedly cold and pornographic style of writing — teaches us that, to experience pleasure in our relationships, intimacy can and should be spoken aloud.

Notes

1 Dustan uses the term “ghetto” in the original French to refer to the gay enclave within the Marais. This term does not carry the same racially charged connotations as it does in American English, but rather it borrows from the term’s usage during World War II, when Italian Jews were legally forced to live in ghetto neighborhoods (Caron 79). As the Marais is simultaneously the epicenter of Paris’s Jewish and gay communities, the latter group has over time also adopted the term “ghetto” for themselves.

2 The English translations provided throughout this essay are my own.
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Introduction

The Bracero Program, as a labor regime, can be understood both through its historical particularities and its more generalizable themes. Our work attempts to capture how transnational alignments of capital interests create policies that generate a mobile and exploited class of workers. We insist on the subjectivization of the workers as historical actors with motivations that clashed, overlapped, and aligned with Mexican realities—or were imposed on them. To capture the significance of the Bracero Program in all its complexities, we blend distinct methodologies. This project is guided by a central question: how can scholars best produce knowledge about policy to accurately reflect the experiences of those who lived its consequences?

First, we elaborate the factual history of the program to provide a firm contextual bedrock that situates the original braceros in their historic conjuncture. This background section focuses on how cooperation between North American political and corporate entities operated in the mid-twentieth century to motivate the program's inception and shape its labor regime's commodity-function. Migrant's lives and things that held meaning to them, such as family and culture, were devalued.

Next, through a visual analysis of photographs from the Bracero History Archive and a popular magazine, we explore how this racialized subjectivity was the mode through which people experienced class. We show how subjecthood operated as the vehicle of expression for consciousness among workers. Put differently, because the racialized Mexican category was superimposed onto a perceived homogenous workforce, braceros in turn appropriated that same category to build bonds of solidarity as comradely nationals. This section emphasizes the ways in which the braceros exercised agency and defined expectation even while caught in the gears of major socio-historical forces. Another major focus of this section is to consider how photographs contribute to our understanding of the past. Rather than treat photographs as passive tools of knowledge conveyance, we engage with ideas of photographic subjectivity and perspective.

In our last section, we blend both the macro and micro view of the bracero program by engaging with two works of fiction: a film and a novel. These works give vivid accounts of the lived experiences of migrant workers while also offering a critique of the power structures that shape those experiences. The novel in particular, Lunar Braceros by Rosaura Sánchez and Beatrice Pita, makes an argument about the temporal continuity of the bracero experience.

Set a century into the future, Lunar Braceros details its own history, which coincides with real history up to the present day, at which point it projects a future that seems almost inevitable, a prophetic vision of the future that global capitalism will bring.

All the stories that we gather and consider in this project serve to emphasize the stark contrast between two major ideas of the migrant worker. On one side, we have the gaze of the white, liberal capitalist, a gaze that produces the figure of the worker and later decides that same worker is redundant and disposable. On the other side, we have the workers' self-conceptions which chafe against the bounds imposed on them, at times producing acts of rebellion and resistance. This tense relationship plays out across the lens of the camera, through the documents of the archive, and in the pages of both speculative and historical literature (Marche, 2012).

Foundations for Understanding the Bracero Program

Between 1890 and 1929, around 1.5 million Mexican migrants moved to the U.S. as agricultural workers (Bowman, 2016). Despite harsh labor conditions, migration continued due to a simple fact: those who participated in the U.S. economy fared better than those who did not. Implemented in 1942 during World War II, the Bracero Program marks an era in U.S.-Mexican history in which the “migratory character” of Mexican labor that sustained the U.S. Southwest economy was codified (Driscoll, 1999). The bilateral agreement between the United States and Mexico had the stated intention of alleviating wartime labor shortage in the near-term. However, there were other forces at play that motivated the architects of the policy. In reality, the agreement lasted for twenty-two years until 1964. During that time, the program was responsible for issuing 4.6 million contracts to guest workers, marking it as an unprecedented immigration policy because of its scale, and because the U.S. government assumed the role of contractor itself (Sifuentez, 2017).

How had the Mexican Farm Labor Agreement, as it was officially known, come to be? By underscoring U.S. workers' military service during World War II, pro-migration policy makers cast the program and the seasonal workers it contracted, the braceros, as part of a “heroic” contribution to economic mobilization for the war. Most of the wartime migrant workers were contractually restricted to harvesting crops, although some also labored on railway maintenance crews. After the war, growers continued to press for access to Mexican workers, and so the program continued until 1964, when it was terminated by President Lyndon Johnson.

The twenty-two-year duration of the Bracero Program was a complex epoch among U.S. and Mexican policy makers, reformers, diplomats, and politicians. As a regime that enmeshed sectors of labor with migratory trends, it operated under three departments: the Department of Labor, the State Department, and the Department of Justice, specifically as a program in the Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS). Historian Manuel García y Griego breaks the program's history down into three significant phases in his 1981 treatise The Importation of Mexican Contract Laborers to the United States, 1942-1966. "Useful cooperation" characterized the early years (1942-1946), and "turbulence and transition" described the middle (1947-1954). Finally, from 1955 to 1964, the program reaches "apogee and demise." Each period brought its own complications, ideologies, politics, and consequences for both the U.S. and Mexico, but especially for the workers (Garcia y Griego, 1981).

The 1920s marked the first era of robust debate on the “problem” of emigration between Mexican officials and policymakers who were worried about its impact on postrevolutionary economic reactivation. Active recruitment efforts from U.S. employers animated fears of labor shortages and pressures to raise wages. In cities like Monterrey, local employers complained that U.S. contractors were taking away skilled workers from the steel mill and railway shops in the early 1920s. Critics of the Bracero program declared that those in favor of emigration were ludicrous: some even declared this policy the result of a failed revolution (Hale, 1995). Young and hard-working Mexicans were being encouraged to leave the homeland to slave away in lands that once were rightfully theirs, objects protested. By the 1950s it had become Mexico’s most controversial state policy (Overmyer-Velazquez, 2011). On the other hand, prominent intellectuals and statesmen believed that with proper guidance,
The camera enjoys a privileged position in modern visual culture. It is ubiquitous, and so are the images we produce with it. Among the privileges of the camera is the assumption that it has the power to capture truth and thus to produce knowledge—knowledge deemed highly valuable as a result of its presumed objectivity, neutrality, and transparency.

The mechanical eye of the camera casts its unfailing gaze on the objects before it and produces an accurate representation of those objects and their surroundings. Following this logic, photographs are documentary and therefore represent powerful sources for describing history.

In contrast, Western cultural perceptions of texts tend to assert their narrative function. As Christina Walter notes: “in Anglo-American culture (and in Western European cultures more broadly) texts were presumed to capture an observer’s interiority, active reason, and disembodiment, but images were treated as if they passively conveyed external objects of observation, along with their stable form and materiality” (Walter, 2014). In our work, we hope to blur the lines between what images and texts are presumed to communicate and consider how both combine to enmesh a narrative about the Bracero Program.

Our goal in this work is to push back against the assumed objectivity of the camera and instead assert the agency of both the photographer and the people represented in photographs. We ask how photographs of people show a blending of individual subjectivities through the intermediation of the camera. On one end of the camera, the photographer casts their gaze through a lens, both literal and metaphorical, and decides how the subject will be framed and viewed by future observers. On the other end, the photographer’s subject gazes back, directly at the camera or elsewhere, and interactively communicates with their body—through gestures and positions. Finally, future observers of the photograph apply their subjective lens to the interpretation of the photograph, now an object removed from its original context.

We will consider how the men of the Bracero Program resist objectification and assert their subjectivity through the lens of the camera. To do this, we put the photographs in conversation with written testimonials from the Bracero History Archive. At the same time, we examine the photographer’s role as both documentarian and storyteller. In a sense, we hope to diminish the role of the camera itself and focus on the human actors involved, thereby rejecting any claim that photographs capture an objective reality superior to human vision, or to storytelling through text, or to intersubjective experiences.

The final photo centered here shows a bracero leaning on car in town. With his relaxed pose and casual attire, this nameless man also appears to be enjoying free time away from the fields. The car is also notable as a distinctly masculine symbol of upwards mobility. Taken together, the two images of stylish young men depict a social life with uniquely gendered signifiers of leisure and status.
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Sid Avery's standpoint as a Hollywood photographer must inform our reading of his depictions of these braceros. The photo of Rafael Tamayo, in particular, resembles a celebrity headshot. Tamayo's upwards gaze, slightly furrowed brow, and artfully positioned hand create a cinematic narrative of righteous suffering, achieved in the camera's framing. Avery's gaze, informed no doubt by his other work, invents the role of a tragic hero, a sympathetic man working hard to escape—or alleviate—poverty. This role collides and enmeshes with the image of self that Rafael Tamayo presents to the viewer. Tamayo is not, after all, an actor intentionally adopting a role for the camera, but a man embodying his own condition of life. Together, Tamayo's sense of self and Avery's artistic vision create an image with a style that is more narrative than documentary.

In the second photo above, a similar interplay between the photographer's and subjects' perspectives tell a story about leisure and sociality. Several men prepare a meal at a camp, two fully visible, while another two just peek out of the margins of the picture. The fully visible man on the left stands out for his apparent youth: he looks like he could be yet a teenager. As a scene of camaraderie, the image suggests something about the social lives of the braceros, who found community and friendship with each other in a space of intense labor alienation. While the context of migration and labor regimes implies displacement and alienation, through the images above we see how it also produced novel communities and enriching social spaces.

Some of Avery's photos told a very different story, a story of institutional violence that contrasts sharply with the social themes of the previous images. The next photograph shows the men being dusted with DDT—a colorless, tasteless, and mostly odorless crystalline chemical compound originally developed as an insecticide. Ultimately, it became infamous for its negative environmental impacts and carcinogenic effects in people. This process reflects the ways in which braceros were viewed and treated as fungible workers whose sole purpose in the U.S. was the commodification of their labor power. This sanitation process also reflects the modernizing ideology touted by the Mexican policymakers who promoted the bracero program. Sanitation and public health are key themes of modernity that in this case were weaponized against migrant workers. As migrants from supposedly backwards communities, these workers were met with a racialized suspicion towards their hygiene and health standards in the receiving communities in the United States. The application of insecticide directly to the braceros' clothes and bodies is the extreme and damaging manifestation of this suspicion.

For the braceros, modernization through the program entailed subjection to health and sanitation practices premised on racism and designed to allay the anxieties of white people in receiving communities. A contributed item #3239 by Mary Vargas in the Bracero History Archive titled "Un Simple Bracero" shares the experience of a young bracero when he joined the program:

Mary Vargas, the daughter of the man in the story, illustrates her father's experience in a vivid narrative style. This brief episode provides an inside perspective on the treatment of braceros documented in Avery's photo. We see how the officials of the bracero program forced the men into inhumane conditions and denied them access to basic hygiene facilities. The program operated with a kind of efficiency grounded in the alienation of the workers from their very bodies and bodily functions. The routine functioning of the bracero program was premised on cruelty—to enter the program was to lose a certain degree of agency over one's own body and be subjected to harm and humiliation. Even Avery's overall gentle depiction of the program captured something of this cruelty. Despite the fact that Sid Avery's photographs exist to create a narrative of the Bracero Program palatable enough for a popular audience, there are useful elements in what he "documents." In his visual assemblage of Bracero history what can be denominated as "archive" accounts for a wide range of affective displays, from the heartwarming to the horrific. With images of both cruel mistreatment and worker leisure, the work of the camera is in full effect. What the camera as object "does" is materialize the visual field of the photographers' emotional empassies and the policies' practical ramifications. In this sense it shows the overlaps of phenomenological interaction with the program and structural adjustments to the legal system necessitated by the reach of this agreement. Avery's work is both documentary and narrative, communicating factual and subjective elements of the bracero experience.

The propertied elite of this business strategy worked together to create a novel social space. This space was built upon the exploitation of a vast labor force and the alienation of the workers from their labor. The bracero program was premised on cruelty—to enter the program was to lose a certain degree of agency over one's own body and be subjected to harm and humiliation. Even Avery's overall gentle depiction of the program captured something of this cruelty. Despite the fact that Sid Avery's photographs exist to create a narrative of the Bracero Program palatable enough for a popular audience, there are useful elements in what he "documents." In his visual assemblage of Bracero history what can be denominated as "archive" accounts for a wide range of affective displays, from the heartwarming to the horrific. With images of both cruel mistreatment and worker leisure, the work of the camera is in full effect. What the camera as object "does" is materialize the visual field of the photographers' emotional empassies and the policies' practical ramifications. In this sense it shows the overlaps of phenomenological interaction with the program and structural adjustments to the legal system necessitated by the reach of this agreement. Avery's work is both documentary and narrative, communicating factual and subjective elements of the bracero experience.

"He felt at ease knowing he was going to the USA with his cousin. As they arrived in Arizona, he found himself in a small room overcrowded with others. His stomach growled with hunger; he was surviving on limited meal portions. After a couple of days of waiting, he started to smell. No showers or restrooms were available to them.

They were ordered to form 2 lines. They were told to take off all their clothes and walk into a room and stand there. Soon, he heard a spraying sound. He found himself covered with a white powdery substance, he was told the powder was to kill lice, yet no shower was provided afterward. The men were ordered to put their clothes back on."

Mary Vargas, the daughter of the man in the story, illustrates her father's experience in a vivid narrative style. This brief episode provides an inside perspective on the treatment of braceros documented in Avery's photo. We see how the officials of the bracero program forced the men into inhumane conditions and denied them access to basic hygiene facilities. The program operated with a kind of efficiency grounded in the alienation of the workers from their very bodies and bodily functions. The routine functioning of the bracero program was premised on cruelty—to enter the program was to lose a certain degree of agency over one's own body and be subjected to harm and humiliation. Even Avery's overall gentle depiction of the program captured something of this cruelty. Despite the fact that Sid Avery's photographs exist to create a narrative of the Bracero Program palatable enough for a popular audience, there are useful elements in what he "documents." In his visual assemblage of Bracero history what can be denominated as "archive" accounts for a wide range of affective displays, from the heartwarming to the horrific. With images of both cruel mistreatment and worker leisure, the work of the camera is in full effect. What the camera as object "does" is materialize the visual field of the photographers' emotional empassies and the policies' practical ramifications. In this sense it shows the overlaps of phenomenological interaction with the program and structural adjustments to the legal system necessitated by the reach of this agreement. Avery's work is both documentary and narrative, communicating factual and subjective elements of the bracero experience.
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They were ordered to form 2 lines. They were told to take off all their clothes and walk into a room and stand there. Soon, he heard a spraying sound. He found himself covered with a white powdery substance, he was told the powder was to kill lice, yet no shower was provided afterward. The men were ordered to put their clothes back on."

Mary Vargas, the daughter of the man in the story, illustrates her father's experience in a vivid narrative style. This brief episode provides an inside perspective on the treatment of braceros documented in Avery's photo. We see how the officials of the bracero program forced the men into inhumane conditions and denied them access to basic hygiene facilities. The program operated with a kind of efficiency grounded in the alienation of the workers from their very bodies and bodily functions. The routine functioning of the bracero program was premised on cruelty—to enter the program was to lose a certain degree of agency over one's own body and be subjected to harm and humiliation. Even Avery's overall gentle depiction of the program captured something of this cruelty. Despite the fact that Sid Avery's photographs exist to create a narrative of the Bracero Program palatable enough for a popular audience, there are useful elements in what he "documents." In his visual assemblage of Bracero history what can be denominated as "archive" accounts for a wide range of affective displays, from the heartwarming to the horrific. With images of both cruel mistreatment and worker leisure, the work of the camera is in full effect. What the camera as object "does" is materialize the visual field of the photographers' emotional empassies and the policies' practical ramifications. In this sense it shows the overlaps of phenomenological interaction with the program and structural adjustments to the legal system necessitated by the reach of this agreement. Avery's work is both documentary and narrative, communicating factual and subjective elements of the bracero experience.
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Mary Vargas, the daughter of the man in the story, illustrates her father's experience in a vivid narrative style. This brief episode provides an inside perspective on the treatment of braceros documented in Avery's photo. We see how the officials of the bracero program forced the men into inhumane conditions and denied them access to basic hygiene facilities. The program operated with a kind of efficiency grounded in the alienation of the workers from their very bodies and bodily functions. The routine functioning of the bracero program was premised on cruelty—to enter the program was to lose a certain degree of agency over one's own body and be subjected to harm and humiliation. Even Avery's overall gentle depiction of the program captured something of this cruelty. Despite the fact that Sid Avery's photographs exist to create a narrative of the Bracero Program palatable enough for a popular audience, there are useful elements in what he "documents." In his visual assemblage of Bracero history what can be denominated as "archive" accounts for a wide range of affective displays, from the heartwarming to the horrific. With images of both cruel mistreatment and worker leisure, the work of the camera is in full effect. What the camera as object "does" is materialize the visual field of the photographers' emotional empassies and the policies' practical ramifications. In this sense it shows the overlaps of phenomenological interaction with the program and structural adjustments to the legal system necessitated by the reach of this agreement. Avery's work is both documentary and narrative, communicating factual and subjective elements of the bracero experience.
The Criticisms of a Film and a Novel: When Art and Reality Collide

Fictional accounts of migrant experiences can add dimension and truth to historical accounts. In the dreamlike film “Y No Se lo Tragó la Tierra,” based on the novel by Tomás Rivera, the director’s deployment of “camera-work” helps depict images and sequences from the life of a young boy from a family of migrant farmworkers. The boy, Marcos, follows his family as they travel north with other families from their town to work in farms in the northern states of the United States. Marcos works alongside his parents, harvesting crops and other chores. He also attempts to attend school, both in his hometown in south Texas and in a small town in Minnesota. Marcos’ education becomes a central concern. While Marcos and his family are passionate about the boy getting an education, the educational system itself is totally indifferent to Marcos as a student. The film’s disorienting narrative style, which weaves together vivid moments and images into a fractured, nonlinear chronology turns an intimate lens onto migrant farmworker life.

Scenes of violent encounter and institutional negligence nuance the impact of racialization and white anxiety on the lived experiences of migrant farmworkers. When Marcos begins school at the town in Minnesota, he is confronted by the cruelty and prejudice of the school officials and his classmates. On his first day, the school nurse conducts a humiliating search where she checks Marcos for insects and hair with insecticide. His treatment reveals the racist suspicions of dirtiness that white northerners had expected that her willingness to learn and make friends would be reciprocated, Belem finds that much like Marcos, the constricting pressures of racialization shaped the school’s education给他踢出学校。我们听到学校校长在电话中，假设马科斯的父母不希望他踢出学校，因为既然他可能在未来能够更成功地工作。然而，通过社会对于马科斯的教育投入，我们可以看到他本人已经证明自己是一个有知识和智能的学生。

The depictions of Marcos’ school experiences recall one of the contributed documents in the Bracero History Archive, titled “Education gives you the tools to survive,” item #3242. This note, created by Belem Antunez, recounts the author’s experience as a sixteen-year-old farm worker and student. At Fabens Grade School in El Paso, Texas, Belem encountered racism and prejudice from her classmates similar to the fictional Marcos. For example, Belem describes how a classmate took advantage of her imperfect English to embarrass her in front of the class: “When I used to ask my apparently friend, in the school Can you help me in this poem? She said, sure I help you, but only to put the wrong words in the poem to make them laugh. Like my horse went to drink water and I was eating his food, things like that, to make everyone laugh.” Belem notes that “at that time I was so Innocent,” and that made her an easy target, since she would have never assumed someone was trying to be malicious (Ibid). Belem’s (probably white) classmates signal her otherness to other classmates. Like Marcos, Belem encountered exploitation of a racialized underclass.

The title of the novel, by referencing the historical Bracero Program, is much an indictment of the past as it is a projection of the future. While the original Bracero Program was suffused with a nationalist narrative of progress and modernism and dignity through labor, Lunar Braceros dispenses with this narrative entirely by depicting the story’s central characters as exploited, alienated workers in a state of constant resistance against oppressive capital/ political forces. As a speculative work, Lunar Braceros imagines a future that “represents not so much a site of progress and humanistic harmony as a return to the colonial past” (Rivera, 2012). The novel thus is a critique of colonial relations in the U.S. and Mexico, past and present. If offers a perspective on the future from below, the perspective of the worker whose bodily sacrifice is deemed acceptable, or at least unavoidable, in order to achieve the advancements in technology and territorial expansion desired by the ruling class. Sánchez and Pita draw a direct line between the real, historical practices of colonialism, which have always been in service of supposed progress and modernity, and speculative futures, forcing the reader to reconsider the notion of “progress” from the standpoint of those whose labor makes it possible but who do not benefit from it.

Conclusion

Together, film, novel, archival documents, and photographs provide a prismatic view of the Bracero Program and its historical themes: labor alienation, migrant experiences, and the contradictions of modernity. These materials layer over each other, enabling an analysis that plays with the tensions between intimacy and distance, interiority and exteriority. In the photographs, the men pictured communicate with the viewer through the intermediation of the camera and photographer. In the film, the director uses artistic expression to narrate what is available to us only as a snapshot with the photos. In that sense, the interplay of the film and
the visual appeal of photography are in conversation. Methodologically, then, these mediums compel us to consider the means through which we consume history and, as a result, how we come to know it.

This project is therefore an intervention on our disciplinary moorings. By incorporating a number of visual materials we intend to push beyond history as textual. By engaging with history as a product of speculative literary methods, too, we argue that an understanding of the past must be apprehended through numerous types of knowledge. In fact, by making central the use of photography, film, and literature the work of this article is about what is considered to be evidence. In this way, we also insist that the more open our notions of “historical evidence” are the more we come to know the braceros the way they knew themselves. This does a lot to combat the kinds of epistemic violence that scholars can reproduce when writing about the past using documents that reflect the state’s apparatus rather than the humans that apparatus claims to govern.

Finally, by specifically analyzing science fiction as genre we also try to unpack modernity’s dark side. By questioning its promises, Sánchez and Pita comment on the future as well as the past and mark the notion of time with new meaning. By setting it in outer space they also reimagine the notion of borderlands—an idea central to the literature on bracero history. In the midst of hemispheric currents of economic modernization projects, both U.S. and Mexican policymakers trumpeted that by earning a place in the guest worker program, the braceros would themselves acquire a more “modern” identity. Cohen argues that “modern” was “the then broadly accepted term for the ideological package that figured progress, democracy, and technological and scientific advancement as unquestionable goals” (2011). Thinking of “modernity” itself as a sort of borderland, that is contingent on historic social forces, issues of race and nation, and power, challenges the common dichotomy that perceives immigrants as either confronting exploitation or opportunity, and gestures to how they could experience both simultaneously. Sánchez and Pita accomplish this by using literary methods, causing us to rethink approaches to the past’s reconstruction. We hope that our study does so too.
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Akiko Yosano’s Tale of Genji

Redefining Intimacy Through the “Translational Gap”

Margaux Emmanuel

Content warning: Mentions of sexual violence.

In Akiko Yosano’s Tale of Genji, the image of the robe being worn “inside out” (“衣お返してぞ”) configures a “radical departure from tradition” (Rowley 11): the act of taking off [one’s] robe is an invitation to a dimension of empowered sensuality that intersects with a previously established tradition of Japanese waka writing (waka, or song). As Harriette Grissom writes, Yosano, a 20th century writer associated with early Japanese feminist movements, “transform[s] Japan’s traditional … waka poem from a sterile exercise in formulaic sentimentality to a bold, resilient medium equal to the complexity of the modern condition” (Grissom 23). This analysis also proves germane when considering Yosano’s modernized translation of Heian period (794-1185 AD) noblewoman Murasaki Shikibu’s (紫式部) The Tale of Genji (源氏物語). This narrative focuses on the aristocratic and courtly conventions of the Heian era, centered around the eponymous Hikaru Genji, the “shining Genji”, son of the fictitious Japanese emperor Kii no Kami. However, the women of The Tale of Genji, such as Aoi no Ue, Genji’s first wife, are also central figures in the tale. Yosano re-wrote this tale as the Shin’yaoku Genji monogatari (新訳物語) in 1912, the modernization made explicit through title itself, a “new translation” (“新訳”) to spoken language. In this way, Yosano explores the duality of the concept of intimacy through the act of translation, turning this text “inside out”. On the one hand, this “intimacy” denotes “proceeding from, concerning, or affecting one’s innermost self; closely personal” (OED) but also signifies a “closeness of observation, knowledge” (OED). Yosano utilizes both of these conceptions of “intimacy” in her translation, disclosing feeling through a “spoken language”, but also widening the semiotic scope of the tale by tending towards a universal ground of experience and knowledge, transcending mere autobiographical parallelisms.

José L. Ramos configures the translator as both “encoder” and “decoder” (Ramos 377). Translating entails using a language encoded in a sign-system that belongs to another, as much as it also concretizes (through writing) the translator’s position as an interpreting reader. This creates a precarious balance of power when considering the agency of the translator as caught between these two “encoder” and “decoder” positions, especially when considering gender dynamics. This is of particular importance when positioning Yosano as the first modern female Japanese poetic voice. Yosano confers a sensuality to The Tale, appropriating Shikibu’s original discourse and using it as the vector of a highly female experience. Czech linguist Mukarovsky postulated that “the artistic work is a system of signs which is creatively interpreted by the receiver” (Ramos 377), whereas Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak postulated the translation as a “surrender” (Spivak 179) to the original text; the question of agency is problematic when regarding the act of translation as subordination. Yosano, through the colloquialization2 of language, creates a gap in terms of shift in sign-systems. The semiotic discrepancy between Shikibu’s Early Middle Japanese and formal language, thematically mirrored by a narrative anchored in a courtly setting, and Yosano’s modern take on the tale with Genbun itchi (see footnote 2), allows the latter to use this as a vector of intimacy and sensuality. This paper will seek to address how Yosano’s oeuvre demonstrates how intimacy can be articulated in the re-appropriation of the passage that might tarnish the perfection of Genji. This can be seen in the passage “Hakazuki”, where for instance Genji, when visiting his wife Aoi, breaks into Kii no Kami’s father’s apartment in order to see her: “His sharpened senses made him aware that the room next but one to his own was occupied, which turns the tables and refashions Murasaki Shikibu’s text—and even Murasaki’s life—to conform with events in her own life” (Shikibu, Murasaki, Suematsu, Kencho 59). These passages have been omitted in Yosano’s translation. In a way, this may seem as contradictory to the image of Akiko Yosano as a feminist figure, but scholars have speculated that this “protection” of this fictional character might stem from an autobiographical element: “sometimes turns the tables and refashions Murasaki Shikibu’s text—and even Murasaki’s life—to conform with events in her own life” (Shikibu, Murasaki, Suematsu, Kencho 113). This relationship between personal experience and narrative is emphasized by the poem that introduces the Shin’yaoku monogatari:
This “intention operis” constitutes the terms that frame the discursive appropriation of translation. D. J. Enright writes “Heian Japan was a man’s world... and it was left to the women to complete.” (Enright 166), making apparent the gender dynamics of not only Shikibu’s original Heian era narrative, but the way in which Yosano’s “intentionality” also redefines these dynamics. Spivak writes that “the task of the feminist translator is to consider language as a clue to the workings of gendered agency” (Spivak 17). When reviewing the semiotic process of translation, the question of “agency” as well as gender in relation to this agency complicates with Spivak’s study of translation as a “surrender” to the original text. Language may help reconfigure this “gendered agency” as a “clue”, but there will still be a subordination to the original intention of the author. Murasaki Shikibu’s The Tale of Genji is centered around a male figure - however, scholars such as Komashaku Kimi, founder of the Women’s School in Osaka, have postulated that “the tale is not about Genji but about the women who surround him” (Kimi, Yoda 28). This gender dynamic of The Tale of Genji is mirrored in its status between a man’s classic a “koten” (classical) and a “women’s roman’. The Tale was considered the narrative the self-language of the woman and read by men: “Monogatari seem always to have been regarded as reading for women that was dangerous for women” (Rowley 18). The unclear intentions of the original work also contribute to the creation of the ‘grey zone’, recreating this liminality that will allow Yosano to assert her own discourse. Yosano was known as a “poetess of passion” (“熱情のばら歌人”), a “new woman” (“新しい女”), or even a suffragette (Rowley 114). We cannot ignore the potential feminist implications of her work when reading this translation. In this light, we can recognize that she uses the “translational gap” as a focus for “gendered agency” as Spivak writes, a space for expression for the female creator (author), letting Yosano put forward her own female experience, but to also develop the agency “thing” that is reliable or trustworthy), but there is no mention of any bodily reaction or transgression. When compared to the Shinkuyaku, we can see how Yosano alters the text to render more apparent the emotional, but also physical implications of this transgression.

There is a palpable repression of emotion here, as we can recognize by the use of terms such as “appalled” (“あさましう思さる”), “she had trusted”: Aoi is almost blindly and held accountable for Genji’s actions. In relation to the reaction of being “appalled” is the phrase “うちなれもしきものに思ひこそえぬ”.

The formulation of this phrase is centered around a transgression in trust (“うちなれもしきもの” can be translated and understood as ‘thing’ that is reliable or trustworthy), but there is no mention of any bodily reaction or transgression. When compared to the Shin’ya, we can see how Yosano alters the text to render more apparent the emotional, but also physical implications of this transgression.

Not even dreaming that he had this in mind, when she remembered how she had trusted him hot tears coursed down her cheeks. (Rowley 115)

This liminal space between the “dream”, the “mind” and the reality of this transgression are kept in Yosano’s interpretation of the text, but it is still in play with an unabashed emotion. This can be seen with the mention of the “hot tears coursing down her cheeks” (“热い涙がはらはら頬お伝えのであった”), the specific use of the onomatopoeic adverb “はらはら” conveying an activeness to these tears. There is an emotional transparency and candor in Yosano’s translation. She also emphasizes a certain directness, “やき添え”,”sharpening” a reaction or transgression. When compared to the Shin’ya, we can see how Yosano alters the text to render more apparent the emotional, but also physical implications of this transgression.

Not even dreaming that he had such a thing in mind, was appalled that she had trusted so completely one with such base intentions. (Rowley 114)

There is a palpable repression of emotion here, as we can recognize by the use of terms such as “appalled” (“あさましう思さる”), “she had trusted”: Aoi is almost blindly and held accountable for Genji’s actions. In relation to the reaction of being “appalled” is the phrase “うちなれもしきものに思ひこそえぬ”.

The formulation of this phrase is centered around a transgression in trust (“うちなれもしきもの” can be translated and understood as ‘thing’ that is reliable or trustworthy), but there is no mention of any bodily reaction or transgression. When compared to the Shinkuyaku, we can see how Yosano alters the text to render more apparent the emotional, but also physical implications of this transgression.

There is a palpable repression of emotion here, as we can recognize by the use of terms such as “appalled” (“あさましう思さる”), “she had trusted”: Aoi is almost blindly and held accountable for Genji’s actions. In relation to the reaction of being “appalled” is the phrase “うちなれもしきものに思ひこそえぬ”.

The formulation of this phrase is centered around a transgression in trust (“うちなれもしきもの” can be translated and understood as ‘thing’ that is reliable or trustworthy), but there is no mention of any bodily reaction or transgression. When compared to the Shinkuyaku, we can see how Yosano alters the text to render more apparent the emotional, but also physical implications of this transgression.

Not even dreaming that he had this in mind, when she remembered how she had trusted him hot tears coursed down her cheeks. (Rowley 115)

This liminal space between the “dream”, the “mind” and the reality of this transgression are kept in Yosano’s interpretation of the text, but it is still in play with an unabashed emotion. This can be seen with the mention of the “hot tears coursing down her cheeks” (“ refugees that day. (Rowley 114)

Not even dreaming that he had such a thing in mind, was appalled that she had trusted so completely one with such base intentions. (Rowley 114)

There is a palpable repression of emotion here, as we can recognize by the use of terms such as “appalled” (“あさましう思さる”), “she had trusted”: Aoi is almost blindly and held accountable for Genji’s actions. In relation to the reaction of being “appalled” is the phrase “うちなれもしきものに思ひこそえぬ”.

The formulation of this phrase is centered around a transgression in trust (“うちなれもしきもの” can be translated and understood as ‘thing’ that is reliable or trustworthy), but there is no mention of any bodily reaction or transgression. When compared to the Shinkuyaku, we can see how Yosano alters the text to render more apparent the emotional, but also physical implications of this transgression.

There is a palpable repression of emotion here, as we can recognize by the use of terms such as “appalled” (“あさましう思さる”), “she had trusted”: Aoi is almost blindly and held accountable for Genji’s actions. In relation to the reaction of being “appalled” is the phrase “うちなれもしきものに思ひこそえぬ”.

The formulation of this phrase is centered around a transgression in trust (“うちなれもしきもの” can be translated and understood as ‘thing’ that is reliable or trustworthy), but there is no mention of any bodily reaction or transgression. When compared to the Shinkuyaku, we can see how Yosano alters the text to render more apparent the emotional, but also physical implications of this transgression.
Notes

1 The term “waka” itself both refers to a specific Japanese poetic style following a 5-7-5-7-7 syllabic structure, as well denoting “Japanese poetry” more generally.

2 “Genbun itchi” (言文一致), literally meaning “unification of the spoken word and language”, refers to the Meiji Era linguistic switch from “kanbun” (漢文, chnese writing) a “national language” (国語).
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Where We Are Closest
A Conversation with Naima Green

Pursuit, 2018–present.

Campbell Campbell and Lilly Cao

Naima Green is an artist and educator interested in reviving the queer and BIPOC archive and reimagining the relationship between the photographer and subject. She works primarily with digital and film photography and short film, and she holds an MFA in Photography from ICP–Bard, an MA from Teachers College, Columbia University, and a BA from Barnard College. Her work has been featured in exhibitions at the Smart Museum of Art, MASS MoCA, International Center of Photography, Houston Center for Photography, Bronx Museum, and many other institutions. Her recent exhibition Brief & Drenching at Fotografiska New York showcased a series of photographs as well as a short film titled The Intimacy of Before. Many photographs were pulled from her project Pursuit, a reimagining of Catherine Opie’s Dyke Deck consisting of 54 playing cards depicting queer, trans, non-binary, and gender non-conforming people. CJLC’s Campbell Campbell and Columbia Undergraduate Journal of Art History editor Lilly Cao interviewed Naima on her artistic intentions and influences.

This interview has been edited for clarity and brevity.

Lilly Cao: Data collections and archives can be dehumanizing—especially in the contemporary digital age, they often commoditize identities in service of profit-seeking institutions and corporations. Pursuit, itself a kind of archive or data repository, is in contrast radically humanizing: you give your sitters the power to dress and pose how they want, and your pastel fabric set appears soft and welcoming rather than clinical or objective. How do you view this work in conversation with conventional data collections or historical archives? Might it help us reconceptualize what it means to collect data of and about people—or what it means to create an archive at all?

Naima Green: I am thinking about historical archives and modes of data collection, wanting to rethink the ways in which people can participate in their own self-fashioning, preservation, archival. With Pursuit, I was interested in the set design because I wanted people to feel welcomed and comfortable in their bodies and center their embodiment and play. That ranges from someone stepping on a prop to me offering them tea or a soft place to decompress from the day. I asked people to come as they feel most comfortable and confident and in any state of dress or undress in which they feel comfortable.

This kind of data collection is also in how I assigned the cards and the suits. I created a survey with fifteen to twenty questions that range from “What texture do you identify with?” “What season calls to you right now?” and “If you could choose the number and suit that you could be in the deck, what would you choose?” If people have relationships to a favorite number, I ask that they share that, and I created a key for myself. The card suits, diamonds, spades, clubs, hearts can translate to seasons or earth elements, so I asked expanded questions in case someone wanted a spade and there were no spades left. If someone wanted to be a seven of diamonds, and that was taken, then they could potentially be the two of diamonds because they connected with the two.

I tried to invite people in the designing and naming of the card suits as well. To further your questions about humanization, it feels very critical to include the names of people who are in the deck. I was thinking about the truth that we do not often know who people are and what their names were, and we often only learn about people after they have died. What does inexpensive and nuanced queer life look like around me between 2018 and 2020? How can I name those people and invite them into my practice? Anyone who is not queer or black or sat for the project can still find an invitation through the different dynamics that they bring into playing with the cards.

Campbell Campbell: I spent an hour looking through Pursuit and Catherine Opie’s Dyke Deck. I am curious about what led you to Dyke Deck? How do you see yourself expanding or disrupting the tradition of portraiture?

Naima Green: I had learned about Catherine Opie’s practice while I was in the school, but I had not heard of this project until I was stumbling through a database in the New York Public Library, and I don’t even remember what I searched to get to the Dyke Deck. But I saw it and realized they didn’t have it in their collection, so I checked and ordered a deck on eBay. When it came, I was excited by the material and the transformation from an everyday object. Most people have a deck of cards in their homes, but how can you take that universal object and insert new communities? Opie’s Dyke Deck felt thrilling, playful, and iconic, but the more I looked at it, I felt like I was missing and many queer people around me were missing. I felt an urgent call to think about the communities around me and celebrate them. I often photograph people I know and love, but it felt important to invite people whom I didn’t know. It was
my first time having an open call process, and sixty to seventy percent of the subjects are people whom I was meeting for the first time. That adds a layer of intimacy and trust, since I was getting to know and establish trust in people quickly. I photographed about 100 people over nine days, so most sessions were thirty minutes if you were an individual and forty-five minutes if you were a couple. That is not a long time to build rapport, so I made an effort to listen and ask questions—where are you coming from, what do you want to play, what music do you want to hear, how does the day inform how you show up? I created a space where people can let go of something horrible that might have happened on the train and can bring in something—what I think they arrived from the morning, since all of those things exist in the image making process.

I love the idea of bringing together narratives into the cracks of everyday life. I am wondering if you could talk about the shift in materials and color and textures that occurred in Pur·suit between 2018 and 2020. What initiated this change?

The set is related to thinking about the suits and elements and seasons. If the first set is spring, it is light, it is airy, it is mauves, it is mesh, it is iridescent. I built the second set with the set designer for the project, Jessie Levandov, and it was deep, autumn, velvet, dense, and opaque colors. That set was installed in late February 2020, and I had eighty people schedule to sit for Pur·suit in 2020, but that was not possible due to the pandemic.

We did the first iteration of Pur·suit as a deck of playing cards, but there are only 54 cards in a deck of cards. There were a lot of people who were not in the deck but very much in the project that I wanted to honor. I think about the ways in which a contemporary archive is still emerging and might be the best place to hold stories as they develop, so that is what Pur·suit at recess was going to be, to make more images as they were happening. I interviewed couples who are business partners and asked people to contribute playlists, TV shows, and answer questions about what their lives look like in 2020. The goal, as the project continues, is to think about these subtle shifts in environments and what is the best way to move forward.

I know for certain that creating this archive feels necessary to the larger project, so that is what I am working on right now. Thinking about how that happens and what that looks like. In a couple of weeks, I will be releasing the first stage of the archive with all of the portraits that I was able to make in 2020. Thinking about how we work now and what 2020 felt like and how we care for each other and ourselves. Thinking about the needs of individuals and communities.

On the note of safety, could you discuss the role of the home in your photography? Is there a connection between the safety and lack of empty space in your photos?

For the last six years, I lived in the same apartment and invited everyone to come over. I photographed them and this society that I had, and I was thinking about who came into my space, how they changed the space, and how I changed in the space. There is an element of safety if I am inviting them into my home, but I am also thinking about the homes that we make are mobile or temporary just a gathering on the beach one day that will be dismantled by the end of the night. I am surrounded by people who think safety and accountability are important: to be able to have honest and difficult conversations with the people who surround you can create more elements of safety and transparency. I am interested in homes as places where we may be the closest to ourselves in some ways, and I mean that I am not thinking just about physical bodies and space, but the things that we keep around us. When I go into someone’s space, I take notice of how they decorate their mantel or what books they have out. This information contributes to the portrait and the life, and that can contribute playlists, TV shows, and answer questions about what they're reading, what they're listening to, what they love. Those points of entry are fascinating.

Could you talk about the objects in your exhibition at Fotografiska? The furniture and the vanity are items from the home; was this the atmosphere you were trying to evoke in the gallery?

That second gallery, there is a video playing, the short film called The Intimacy of Before. Jessie Levandov, a designer and filmmaker, and I made that film together a few weeks before I moved out of that long term apartment that I lived in. Of the objects in that gallery, the mirror in particular is important because that is a mirror that was placed on my desk, and the way it is is how it sat on my desk. Then, there’s a little elongated rectangular card that says, “I Like You,” and there’s an etching tucked into the bottom and a photograph tucked into the bottom. There are a set of polaroids that sit to the left of the mirror; all of those polaroids were made in the “I Like You” mirror. That series started in 2017, where every time I changed clothes in the span of 36 hours, I took a Polaroid, and I was kind of bored at home. I think I had just had dental surgery, and I didn’t want to go anywhere. Usually, up until that point, I mostly worked outside in natural light and in daylight, in the warmth of spring and summer and fall. So, I really was thinking, “What can I make in this space that I will spend so much time in?” I didn’t think it would really become anything, but I would make polaroids in that mirror all the time, with people who visited, but mostly alone.

Having the mirror in the gallery—having the physical mirror in the gallery—it invites people to make their own selfie in the mirror. If you stand at a certain angle, there is a larger self portrait of me holding a camera that you can see through the mirror behind you. You can see me making a portrait, as you are looking at or making your own portrait in the mirror. It felt important to bring in the actual objects from my space. In the gallery next to that one, there’s a chair in the corner, and under it, it says, “I’m Waiting for a Picture or a Person.” That chair also lived in my apartment for a little while. Another point of invitation is to have something to sit on that actually feels supportive. Looking at the work and actually spending time with it and having something soft that greets you when you’re in a gallery space— that’s so rare. I was thinking, “What does it mean to make an exhibition that considers a few more elements of the experience of the visitor?” That’s what I do in my home space. So, because I’m not there to offer you water or tea or make you a cocktail or give you a snack, here are some wider chairs for you to actually
about images of excess and the body? You cannot explore in photography? Could you talk in filmmaking? What can you explore in filmmaking that what drove your interest from photography to CC:

There is nowhere to exist for a long time. Sit and look at the work and experience the work NG:

Filmmaking is a very new way of making for me. I feel like I had never really been drawn to film or video simply because I always felt like I didn’t know what I was doing. That feeling stopped me, and now I feel like isn’t that the beauty of it? So often you don’t know what you’re doing until you try and you try again and you just continue working at it. I could have said that 20 years ago, I didn’t know how to make images, but I still was making them. So, I’m trying not to hinder my own practice and process in that way. About the film, I made a sketch film with

Going back to how I came to making a film, I think that the video allows for that in a very specific way. It also was a way for me to create some sort of time capsule of what my space used to be like and what it meant to live in a place for so long. And also, what it meant to leave that place and to recognize how much I grew and how much I stretched and then how much I outgrew that space. I was thinking about all the ways that that happens throughout life all the time—the ways that we, in friendships or in partnerships, think at some points that the relationships might be nurturing and supportive, but in other moments, you realize that you outgrew it and you realize that it’s become stale or that you’re no longer being nurtured or nourished. So, you let go and release those things, and maybe you see how to have fun in the process of that even through very real and difficult challenges. There’s no one narrative around that film. I can say, “It’s about X.” It’s about so many things. The more that I think about it and the more that I watch it, I think it can become about so much more than what I was even initially thinking about.

NG: Filmmaking is a very new way of making for me. I feel like I had never really been drawn to film or video simply because I always felt like I didn’t know what I was doing. That feeling stopped me, and now I feel like isn’t that the beauty of it? So often you don’t know what you’re doing until you try and you try again and you just continue working at it. I could have said that 20 years ago, I didn’t know how to make images, but I still was making them. So, I’m trying not to hinder my own practice and process in that way. About the film, I made a sketch film with some of these ideas right after the election in 2016. I was getting my MFA at the time and didn’t know anything really about making a video. It was just me and a tripod, but I was interested in this idea of consumption to the point where it might break you in some way. I was also interested in ideas of shedding and ideas of releasing.

Those are some of the elements that were brought into ‘The Intimacy of Before’, which was really interesting to make in quarantine, thinking about touch, and about how so many people have been deprived of touch and deprived of intimate contact. All of the audio that you hear is voice notes or recordings from a sound library that I’ve been maintaining for probably three or four years. I record all sorts of things, like my dreams in the morning, when I wake up. There are some frogs croaking that you hear in one moment in the film, and that was over the summer in the woods in Connecticut. There are also the sounds of water pumping that are from Oaxaca in December of 2019. I was thinking about the way that I can trace how sounds become a map and also about a way of remembering and being able to drop into such specific moments that I probably wouldn’t be able to recount without the sound.

Going back to how I came to making a film, I think that video allows for that in a very specific way. It also was a way for me to create some sort of time capsule of what my space used to be like and what it meant to live in a place for so long. And also, what it meant to leave that place and to recognize how much I grew and how much I stretched and then how much I outgrew that space. I was thinking about all the ways that that happens throughout life all the time—the ways that we, in friendships or in partnerships, think at some points that the relationships might be nurturing and supportive, but in other moments, you realize that you outgrew it and you realize that it’s become stale or that you’re no longer being nurtured or nourished. So, you let go and release those things, and maybe you see how to have fun in the process of that even through very real and difficult challenges. There’s no one narrative around that film. I can say, “It’s about X.” It’s about so many things. The more that I think about it and the more that I watch it, I think it can become about so much more than what I was even initially thinking about.

NG: The current show, Brief & Drenching, at Fotografiska, has its title from one of the last lines from Zami, a book by Audre Lorde. I started reading that text at the beginning of 2019 when I moved to Mexico City, and I didn’t want that book to end, so I read it really slowly. I would just read a page then put it down, then I would come back to it a week later and read a chapter and still think, “Oh gosh, you’re moving too fast.” I finally finished that book at the beginning of 2020. I read it over the course of a year. I learned so much—I didn’t know that she lived in Mexico, and so I felt like it was such an important period of my life to read that book and to also sit with what a page was giving me and opening up for me. I feel like a lot of my exhibition titles come from text or things that I’ve read or excerpts. Last year, I read Carmen Maria Machado’s In the Dream House really slowly, and that was so important for where I was in my life, too. It’s important to be a reader as an image maker. I think about some of the books that indirectly have changed the way I think about image making and the way that text comes into that
process. [Maggie Nelson’s] *Bluets*, I love that book. I love short stories. When I first read Miranda July’s *No One Belongs Here More Than You* maybe eight or ten years ago, I thought it was hilarious. I tried to pick it up again recently, and I didn’t connect with it. I’m honoring what the text and the books and the writing and the literature might do for you in a very specific time, and not expecting to have that same relationship with the book for your whole life.

For more of Naima Green’s work, visit [http://www.naimagreen.com/](http://www.naimagreen.com/).